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Abstract: The density of a moderately dense gas evolving in a vacuum is given by
the solution of an Enskog equation. Recently we have constructed in [ARS17] the
stochastic process that corresponds to the Enskog equation under suitable conditions.
The Enskog process is identified as the solution of a McKean-Vlasov equation driven
by a Poisson random measure. In this work, we continue the study for a wider class of
collision kernels that includes hard and soft potentials. Based on a suitable particle
approximation of binary collisions, the existence of an Enskog process is established.
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1 Introduction
1.1 The Boltzmann-Enskog equation
In kinetic theory of gases each particle is completely described by its position r P Rd and its
velocity v P Rd, where d ě 3. It moves with constant speed v until it performs a collision with
another particle pq, uq. Denote by v‹, u‹ the resulting velocities after collision. We suppose that
collisions are elastic, as a consequence conservation of momentum and kinetic energy hold, i.e.
u` v “ u‹ ` v‹ (1.1)
|u|2 ` |v|2 “ |u‹|2 ` |v‹|2. (1.2)
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A commonly used parameterization of the deflected velocities v‹, u‹ is given by the vector n “
v‹´v
|v‹´v| via #
v‹ “ v ` pu´ v, nqn
u‹ “ u´ pu´ v, nqn , n P S
d´1, (1.3)
where p¨, ¨q denotes the euclidean product in Rd. In the physical sense, n is parallel to the
deflected velocity v‹ ´ v as well as to the segment joining the centers of the spheres at the
instant of collision, see, e.g. Bressan [Bre05]. Note that, for fixed n P Sd´1, the change of
variables pv, uq ÞÝÑ pv‹, u‹q is an involutive transformation with Jacobian equal to 1.
Let f0pr, vq ě 0 be the particle density function of the gas at initial time t “ 0. The time
evolution ft “ ftpr, vq is then obtained from the (Boltzmann-)Enskog equation
Bft
Bt ` v ¨ p∇rftq “ Qpft, ftq, ft|t“0 “ f0, t ą 0. (1.4)
Here Q is a non-local, nonlinear collision integral operator given by
Qpft, ftqpr, vq “
ż
R2d
ż
Sd´1
pftpr, v‹qftpq, u‹q ´ ftpr, vqftpq, uqq βpr ´ qqBp|v ´ u|, nqdndudq, (1.5)
where dn denotes the Lebesgue surface measure on the sphere Sd´1 and Bp|v ´ u|, nq ě 0 the
collision kernel. The particular form of Bp|v´u|, nq depends on the particular microscopic model
one has in mind. The function β ě 0 describes the rate at which a particle at position r performs
a collision with another particle at position q. Concerning applications and additional physical
background on this topic the reader may consult the classical books of Cercignani [Cer88] and
Cercignani, Illner, Pulvirenti [CIP94]. More recent results (and related kinetic equations) are
discussed, e.g., in the review articles by Villani [Vil02] and Alexandre [Ale09], see also the
references therein.
1.2 Typical collision kernels
Let us briefly comment on particular examples of collision kernels Bp|v ´ u|, nq in dimension
d “ 3. Boltzmann’s original model was first formulated for (true) hard spheres where
Bp|u´ v|, nqdn “ |pu´ v, nq|dn.
A transformation in polar coordinates to a system where the center is in u`v
2
and e3 “ p0, 0, 1q
is parallel to u´ v, i.e. e3|u´ v| “ u´ v, leads to
Bp|u´ v|, nqdn “ |pu´ v, nq|dn “ |u´ v| sin
ˆ
θ
2
˙
cos
ˆ
θ
2
˙
dθdφ,
where θ P p0, pis is the angle between u ´ v and u‹ ´ v‹ and φ P p0, 2pis is the longitude angle,
see Tanaka [Tan79] or Horowitz and Karandikar [HK90]. More generally, many results rely on
Grad’s angular cut-off assumption where it is supposed thatż
Sd´1
Bp|v ´ u|, nqdn ă 8,
2
Note that this includes Boltzmanns original model of hard spheres. However, there exist also
several models, where Grad’s angular cut-off assumption is not satisfied. The most prominent
ones are long-range interactions described below.
Example 1.1. Consider a collision kernel given by
Bp|v ´ u|, nqdn “ |v ´ u|γbpθqdθdξ, (1.6)
where b is at least locally bounded on p0, pis and
γ ą ´3, bpθq „ θ´1´ν, θ Ñ 0`, ν P p0, 2q.
The parameters γ and ν are related by
γ “ s´ 5
s´ 1 , ν “
2
s´ 1 , s ą 2. (1.7)
One distinguishes between the following cases:
(i) Very soft potentials s P p2, 3s, γ P p´3,´1s and ν P r1, 2q.
(ii) Soft potentials s P p3, 5q, γ P p´1, 0q and ν P p1
2
, 1q.
(iii) Maxwellian molecules s “ 5, γ “ 0 and ν “ 1
2
.
(iv) Hard potentials s ą 5, γ P p0, 1q and ν P p0, 1
2
q.
For additional details and comments we refer to [Vil02] or [Ale09]. Note that one has
piż
0
bpθqdθ “ 8 but
piż
0
θ2bpθqdθ ă 8,
i.e. this example does not satisfy Grad’s angular cut-off assumption. Hence Q is a nonlinear
and singular integral operator with either unbounded or singular coefficients. A rigorous analysis
of the corresponding Cauchy problem (1.4) is therefore a challenging mathematical task.
1.3 The role of β
The Cauchy problem (1.4) strongly depends on the particular choice of β. Below we describe
some physically different regimes which are typically studied by different techniques.
Case βpx ´ yq ” 1. If ft is a solution to (1.4), it is simple to verify that the function
gtpvq :“
ş
Rd
ftpr, vqdr solves the spatially homogeneous Boltzmann equation
Bgtpvq
Bt “
ż
Rd
ż
Sd´1
pgtpv‹qgtpu‹q ´ gtpvqgtpuqqBp|v ´ u|, nqdndu. (1.8)
In particular, any two particles, independent of their positions, may perform a collision. Such
an equation has been intensively studied and a satisfactory theory developed (see e.g. Tanaka
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[Tan79, Tan87], Arkeryd [Ark83], Wennberg [Wen94], Villani [Vil98], Toscani, Villani [TV99],
Alexandre, Villani [AV02], Mouhot, Villani [MV04], Desvillettes, Mouhot [DM09] and Morimoto,
Wang, Yang [MWY16]).
Case βpx ´ yq ” δ0p|x ´ y|q (dirac distribution at zero). Here we formally recover the
classical Boltzmann equation where colliding particles have to be at the same position. This
equation provides a successful description of a dilute gas and can be derived in the Boltzmann-
Grad limit from Hamiltonian dynamics (see Illner, Pulvirenti [IP89]). In this case the collision
integral (1.5) is local (but singular) in the spatial variables. Classical results on the Boltzmann
equation can be found in [Vil02] and [Ale09]. Recently there has been some interesting progress
on global solutions close to equilibrium (see e.g. the works of Alexandre, Morimoto, Ukai, Xu,
Yang [AMU`11b, AMU`11c, AMU`11a, AMU`12]). Note that in contrast to our work, the
solutions studied in the above references are, in general, not probability distributions on R2d.
Case βpx´ yq ” δρp|x´ y|q, ρ ą 0 fixed. In this case particles are described by balls of a
fixed radius ρ ą 0 performing elastic collisions. Here the collision integral (1.5) is less singular
than in the classical Boltzmann equation. The corresponding Cauchy problem was studied e.g.
by Toscani, Bellomo [TB87], Arkeryd [Ark90] and Arkeryd, Cercignani [AC90]. Based on an
interacting particle system of binary collisions, the Boltzmann-Grad limit was established for
true hard spheres by Rezakhanlou [Rez03]. Most of the results obtained in this direction are
mainly applicable under Grad’s angular cut-off assumption.
Case 0 ď β P C1c pRdq is symmetric. This case can be seen as a mollified version of either
δ0p|x ´ y|q or δρp|x ´ y|q. As a consequence the collision integral (1.5) is not singular in the
spatial variables which allows one to use stochastic methods in the treatment of this model. The
analysis of the corresponding Cauchy problem was initiated by Povzner [Pov62] under Grad’s
angular cut-off assumption. Corresponding propagation of chaos was studied by Cercignani
[Cer83] under Grad’s angular cut-off assumption performing the Boltzmann-Grad limit for the
corresponding BBGKY-hierarchy. First results applicable without cut-off (including the case of
Maxwellian molecules) have been recently obtained by Albeverio, Rüdiger, Sundar in [ARS17],
where also the corresponding stochastic process (the so-called Enskog process) was studied.
In this work we extend the obtained existence result including now also the case of general
long-range interactions, but also the case of true hard spheres as studied in the non-mollified
settings.
1.4 The Enskog process
Note that any solution ft to (1.4) is expected to satisfy the conservation laws
ż
R2d
¨˝
1
v
|v|2
‚˛ftpr, vqdrdv “ ż
R2d
¨˝
1
v
|v|2
‚˛f0pr, vqdrdv (1.9)
and hence preserves, in particular, probability. One natural question already posed by Marc Kac
[Kac56] is related with the construction of a stochastic process (the Boltzmann process) having
time-marginals ft. Let us stress that the Boltzmann equation contains only information of the
time-marginals at a given time t, while the corresponding Boltzmann process provides a path-
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wise description and therefore also contains additional information such as finite-dimensional
distributions.
In the particular case of the space-homogeneous Boltzmann equation such a construction
was intensively studied in the past. In his pioneering works Tanaka [Tan79, Tan87] has studied
for Maxwellian molecules a stochastic process for which its time-marginals solve the space-
homogeneous Boltzmann equation (1.8). A particle approximation and related propagation of
chaos was then established under the same conditions by Horowitz and Karandikar [HK90]. The
construction of the space-homogeneous Boltzmann process and existence of densities has been re-
cently studied by Fournier [Fou15] for the case of long-range interactions. Corresponding particle
approximations (including a rate of convergence) was studied by Fournier, Mischler [FM16] for
hard potentials and by Xu [Xu18] for soft potentials. Similar results for Maxwellian molecules,
but with another particle system, were also obtained in [CF18]. The precise formulation of hard
and soft potentials are introduced in the next section.
The martingale problem associated to the classical Boltzmann equation and related particle
approximation was studied under Grad’s angular cut-off assumption by Mèlèard [M9´8] with sub-
gaussian initial distribution, where convergence of solutions when β ÝÑ δ0 was also studied. The
existence of a stochastic process associated to the Enskog equation (in the space-inhomogeneous
setting) without Grad’s angular cutoff assumption was recently obtained for the Enskog equation
(with β P C1c pR2dqq in [ARS17], where the corresponding Enskog process was obtained from a
McKean-Vlasov stochastic equation with jumps. In this work we take β P C1c pR2dq and impose
certain conditions on the collision kernel B which includes the case of long-range interactions.
The main contribution of this work are
(i) Construction and uniqueness (in law) of a physically motivated n-particle process with
binary collisions.
(ii) Identification of an Enskog process obtained from the particle approximation when nÑ8.
As a consequence of our results, uniqueness for the Enskog equation implies propagation of chaos
in the sense of Sznitmann [Szn91]. The corresponding uniqueness problem will be studied in a
separate work. In the next section we introduce the main objects of this work, while our main
results are formulated in Section 3.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Change of variables for binary collisions
It was already pointed out by Tanaka that in d “ 3 pu, vq ÞÝÑ pu´ v, nqn cannot be smooth (see
previous section). To overcome this problem he introduced in [Tan79] another transformation
of parameters which is bijective, has jacobian 1 and hence can be used in the right hand side of
(1.5). Such ideas have been extended to arbitrary dimension d ě 3 and are briefly summarized
in this section, see [FM09, LM12].
Given u, v P Rd, recall that v‹, u‹ are computed from (1.3) where n “ v‹´v|v‹´v| . Suppose first
that u ‰ v. In this work we use another representation of (1.3) where n is decomposed as
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n “ n0 ` n1 with n0 being parallel to u´ v and n1 orthogonal to u´ v. For this purpose let
Sd´2pu´ vq “ tω P Rd | |u´ v| “ |ω|, pu´ v, ωq “ 0u, Sd´2 “ tξ P Rd´1 | |ξ| “ 1u.
The precise construction of such a parameterization is given in the next lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let u, v P Rd with u ‰ v and take n P Sd´1. Then there exist pγ, ξq P r0, pisˆSd´2
and a measurable bijective function Γpu ´ v, ¨q : Sd´2 ÝÑ Sd´2pu ´ vq, ξ ÞÝÑ Γpu ´ v, ξq such
that
n “ cospγq u´ v|u´ v| ` sinpγq
Γpu´ v, ξq
|u´ v| , (2.1)
where γ is the angle between u´ v and n, i.e. it holds that pu´ v, nq “ cospγq|u´ v|,
Proof. Fix u, v P Rd with u ‰ v and n P Sd´1. Then n “ n0 ` n1, where
n0 “
ˆ
n,
u´ v
|u´ v|
˙
u´ v
|u´ v| “ cospγq
u´ v
|u´ v| , n1 “ n´
ˆ
n,
u´ v
|u´ v|
˙
u´ v
|u´ v| .
Since |u´ v|n1 P Sd´2pu´ vq, assertion (2.1) is proved, provided we can find a parameterization
Γpu ´ v, ¨q such that n1 “ sinpγqΓpu´v,ξq|u´v| for some ξ P Sd´2. The construction of Γ was given
in [Tan79] for d “ 3, and then generalized in [FM09] for arbitrary dimension d ě 3. Below we
briefly summarize their construction. Define ed “ p0, . . . , 0, 1q. If u ´ v “ |u ´ v|ed then let
Γpu´v, ξq “ ξ|u´v|. Otherwise Γpu´v, ¨q is obtained by doing an axial rotation which overlaps
ed with u´ v. To obtain this let Ru´v be the symmetry with respect to the hyperplane given by
Hu´v “
"
x P Rd |
ˆ
x, ed ´ u´ v|u´ v|
˙
“ 0
*K
.
One can show that
Γpu´ v, ξq “ |u´ v|Ru´vpξ1, . . . , ξd´1, 0q, ξ P Sd´2
has the desired properties.
As a consequence we obtain, for all u, v P Rd with u ‰ v, the parameterization
pγ, ξq ÞÝÑ npu´ v, γ, ξq “ cospγq u´ v|u´ v| ` sinpγq
Γpu´ v, ξq
|u´ v| P S
d´1. (2.2)
In order to make use of certain symmetries of the collisions (e.g. the Povzner inequalities in
Section 6), it is convenient to also change the angle γ. Let θ “ θpnq P p0, pis be the angle between
v‹ ´ u‹ and v ´ u, i.e. one has
pv ´ u, v‹ ´ u‹q “ cospθq|v ´ u||v‹ ´ u‹|.
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Considering the triangle with endpoints v`u
2
, v, v‹, the corresponding angles have to satisfy
2γ ` θ “ pi, i.e. γ “ pi
2
´ θ
2
. Therefore, we obtain from (2.2)
n “ sin
ˆ
θ
2
˙
u´ v
|u´ v| ` cos
ˆ
θ
2
˙
Γpu´ v, ξq
|u´ v|
and, in particular, one has
pu´ v, nq “ |u´ v| cospγq “ |u´ v| sin
ˆ
θ
2
˙
. (2.3)
Inserting this into (1.3) gives after a short computation#
v‹ “ v ` αpv, u, θ, ξq
u‹ “ u´ αpv, u, θ, ξq , (2.4)
where
αpv, u, θ, ξq “ sin2
ˆ
θ
2
˙
pu´ vq ` sinpθq
2
Γpu´ v, ξq. (2.5)
Note that (2.4) remains true also for v “ u, if we let αpv, v, θ, ξq “ 0, i.e. set Γp0, ξq “ 0 in (2.5).
In order to prove certain continuity properties for the collision integral (see Section 4), we will
need to compare these parameterizations for different values of u, v. It was already pointed out
by Tanaka that pu, vq ÞÝÑ pu´v, nqn cannot be smooth. However, Tanaka has shown in [Tan79,
Lemma 3.1] that if we allow to shift ξ in a suitable way, then a weaker form of continuity holds.
The latter estimate is sufficient for this work. Below we recall Tanaka’s result for arbitrary
dimension d ě 3 which is due to [FM09].
Lemma 2.2. [FM09, Lemma 3.1] There exists a measurable map ξ0 : R
dˆRdˆSd´2 ÝÑ Sd´2
such that for any X,Y P Rdzt0u, the map ξ ÞÝÑ ξ0pX,Y, ξq is a bijection with jacobian 1 from
Sd´2 onto itself, and
|ΓpX, ξq ´ ΓpY, ξ0pX,Y, ξqq| ď 3|X ´ Y |, ξ P Sd´2.
With this parameterization we obtain from Lemma 2.2, for all u, v, ru, rv P Rd, all θ P r0, pis
and all ξ P Sd´2, we have
|αpv, u, θ, ξq ´ αprv, ru, θ, ξ0pv ´ u, rv ´ ru, ξqq| ď 2θ p|v ´ rv| ` |u´ ru|q . (2.6)
We work with the parameterization (2.4), where α is given by (2.5).
2.2 Assumptions
Take d ě 3 and assume that the collision kernel B is given by a function σ ě 0 and a σ-finite
measure Q such that
Bp|v ´ u|, nqdn ” σp|v ´ u|qQpdθqdξ, κ :“
ż
p0,pis
θQpdθq ă 8 (2.7)
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where dξ is the Lebesgue surface measure on Sd´2 (recall (2.3)). Moreover we assume that there
exist γ P p´1, 2s and cσ ě 1 such that
|σp|z|q ´ σp|w|q| ď cσ||z|γ ´ |w|γ |, z, w P Rdzt0u (2.8)
and
σp|z|q ď cσ
#
|z|γ , if γ P p´1, 0s,
p1` |z|2qγ2 , if γ P p0, 2s . (2.9)
Finally we assume that 0 ď β P C1c pRdq is symmetric and without loss of generality β ď 1. et
us remark that this assumptions include the cases studied in (1.6) as long s ą 3.
Remark 2.3. Consider dimension d “ 3 and let B be given by (1.6).
(a) If γ P p´1, 2s and ν P p0, 1q, then letting σp|v´u|q “ |v´u|γ and Qpdθq “ bpθqdθ, we easily
find that (2.7) – (2.9) are satisfied. Hence our assumptions include long-range interactions
with s ą 3.
(b) In the case of Maxwellian molecules, i.e. γ “ 0 and ν “ 1
2
, one has σp|v ´ u|q “ 1 (see
(2.8)). By inspection of our proofs, we see that all results obtained in this work remain
valid also for the case where σ is bounded and globally Lipschitz continuous.
2.3 Measure-solutions for the Enskog equation
While (1.5) and hence (1.4) makes sense only for function-valued solutions, our aim is to study
existence solutions to the Enskog equation in the larger space of probability measures. For
this purpose we introduce the weak formulation of the Enskog equation, see [ARS17]. Below
we explain this in more detail. Let ft be a sufficiently smooth solution to (1.4). Testing (1.4)
against a smooth function ψ and then integrating by parts givesż
R2d
ψpr, vq
ˆBftpr, vq
Bt ` v ¨∇rftpr, vq
˙
drdv (2.10)
“ d
dt
ż
R2d
ψpr, vqftpr, vqdrdv ´
ż
R2d
pv ¨∇rψqpr, vqftpr, vqdrdv.
The corresponding collision integral Qpft, ftq is slightly more delicate, see [ARS17] and [Tan79]
for additional details. In this case one obtainsż
R2d
ψpr, vqQpft, ftqpr, vqdrdv “
ż
R4d
σp|v ´ u|qβpr ´ qqpLψqpr, v;uqftpr, vqftpq, uqdrdvdqdu,
(2.11)
where Lψ is, for ψ P C1pR2dq, with Ξ “ p0, pis ˆ Sd´2 defined by
pLψqpr, v;uq “
ż
Ξ
pψpr, v ` αpv, u, θ, ξqq ´ ψpr, vqqQpdθqdξ.
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Now let for ψ P C1pR2dq
pAψqpr, v; q, uq “ v ¨ p∇rψqpr, vq ` σp|v ´ u|qβpr ´ qqpLψqpr, v;uq.
Then combining (2.10) and (2.11) together with the conservation of probability (1.9), shows
that pftqtě0 satisfies the weak formulation of the Enskog equation
d
dt
ż
R2d
ψpr, vqftpr, vqdrdv “
ż
R4d
pAψqpr, v; q, uqftpr, vqftpq, uqdrdvdqdu, (2.12)
Remark 2.4. By (2.3) and (2.5) one finds
|αpv, u, θ, ξq| “ |v ´ u| sin
ˆ
θ
2
˙
(2.13)
and hence
|ψpr, v ` αpv, u, θ, ξqq ´ ψpr, vq| ď |v ´ u| sin
ˆ
θ
2
˙
max
|ζ|ď2p|v|`|u|q
|∇ζψpr, ζq| (2.14)
and hence pLψqpr, v;uq is well-defined for all r, v, u and all ψ P C1pR2dq. From this we deduce
that for ψ P C1b pR2dq
|Aψpr, v; q, uq| ď }∇rψ}8|v| ` κ}∇vψ}8|v ´ u|σp|v ´ u|q|Sd´2|. (2.15)
This shows that also Aψ is well-defined.
Having in mind that the solutions of the Boltzmann/Enskog equation (1.4) are supposed to
be densities, we note that the weak formulation (2.12) also makes sense for measures. Below we
give the precise definition of a solution measure to the weak formulation of the Enskog equation.
In order to avoid (at the moment) differentiability issues, we give the weak formulation of the
Enskog equation in the integral form. Denote by PpRdq the space of probability measures and
let
xψ, µy “
ż
R2d
ψpr, vqdµpr, vq
be the pairing between µ P PpRdq and a µ integrable function ψ.
Definition 2.5. Let µ0 P PpR2dq. A weak solution to the Enskog equation (1.4) is a family
pµtqtě0 Ă PpR2dq such that for all T ą 0
Tż
0
ż
R2d
|v|1`γ`dµtpr, vqdt ă 8, (2.16)
where γ` “ γ _ 0 and for any ψ P C1b pR2dq we have
xψ, µty “ xψ, µ0y `
tż
0
xAψ, µs b µsyds, t ě 0. (2.17)
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A weak solution is conservative if it has finite second moments in v andż
R2d
ˆ
v
|v|2
˙
dµtpr, vq “
ż
R2d
ˆ
v
|v|2
˙
dµ0pr, vq, t ě 0.
By observing that the total momentum and total kinetic energy is conserved after the trans-
formation (1.1) and taking ψpr, vq “ v or ψpr, vq “ |v|2 in (2.17) one finds that any reasonably
regular solution should be conservative. Since such choices for ψ do not belong to C1b pR2dq
additional approximation arguments are required, see Theorem 4.3 in Section 4.
Corollary 2.6. Let γ P p´1, 2s. Then any weak solution pµtqtě0 to the Enskog equation satisfies
conservation of momentum, i.e.
ş
R2d
vdµtpr, vq “
ş
R2d
vdµ0pr, vq, where t ě 0. Moreover, if for
any T ą 0 one has şT
0
ş
R2d
|v|2`γdµtpr, vqdt ă 8, then pµtqtě0 is a conservative weak solution.
Both assertions follow from Theorem 4.3 proved in Section 4. Another consequence of Theo-
rem 4.3 is that, under suitable moment conditions, we may differentiate (2.17) and hence rewrite
it in a differential form.
Remark 2.7. Let pµtqtě0 be a weak solution to the Enskog equation. If γ P p0, 2s suppose in
addition that
Tż
0
ż
R2d
|v|1`2γdµtpr, vqdt ă 8, @T ą 0. (2.18)
Then, for any ψ P C1b pR2dq, t ÞÝÑ xAψ, µt b µty is continuous and t ÞÝÑ xψ, µty is continuously
differentiable such that
d
dt
xψ, µty “ xAψ, µt b µty, t ě 0. (2.19)
Finally, let us remark on the choice of test function space used in the Definition of weak
solutions to the Enskog equation.
Remark 2.8. Let pµtqtě0 Ă PpR2dq satisfy (2.16). Then (2.17) holds for all ψ P C1c pR2dq if and
only if (2.17) holds for all ψ P C1b pR2dq.
The last remark can be shown by classical approximation arguments similar to those of
Section 4.
2.4 The Enskog process
For a given random variable Z we let LpZq be the law of Z. Below we provide, in the spirit
of Tanaka for the space-homogeneous Boltzmann equation, the definition of an Enskog process
associated to the Enskog equation.
Definition 2.9. Let µ0 P PpR2dq be given. An Enskog process with initial distribution µ0 consists
of the following:
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(i) A probability space pX , dηq and a Poisson random measure N with compensator
d pNps, θ, ξ, η, zq “ dsQpdθqdξdηdz on R` ˆ ΞˆX ˆ R`. (2.20)
defined on a stochastic basis pΩ,F ,Ft,Pq with the usual conditions.
(ii) A càdlàg process pqtpηq, utpηqq P R2d on pX , dηq and an Ft-adapted càdlàg process pRt, Vtq
on pΩ,F ,Ft,Pq such that LpRt, Vtq “ Lpqt, utq for any t ě 0, LpR0, V0q “ µ0,
Tż
0
E
´
|Vt|1`γ`
¯
dt ă 8, @T ą 0,
and for pαpv, r, u, q, θ, ξ, zq “ αpv, u, θ, ξq1r0,σp|v´u|qβpr´qqspzq$’’’&’’’%
Rt “ R0 `
tş
0
Vsds
Vt “ V0 `
tş
0
ş
ΞˆXˆR`
pαpVs´, Rs, uspηq, qspηq, θ, ξ, zqdNps, θ, ξ, η, zq . (2.21)
Remark that the Enskog process given by this definition is a weak solution to (2.21). By
abuse of notation we let pR,V q stand for an Enskog process in the sense of Definition 2.9 and
omit the dependece on the other parameters whenever no confusion may arise. The particular
choice pX , dηq “ pr0, 1s, dxq was used in Tanaka’s original work (see [Tan79, Tan87]) for the
space-homogeneous Boltzmann equation. The Enskog process for the non-homogeneous case as
considered in (2.21) was defined on X “ DpR`;R2dq (the Skorokhod space) with dη being the
law of pR,V q, see [ARS17].
Introduce, for ψ P C1c pR2dq and ν P PpR2dq with
ş
R2d
|v|1`γ`νpdr, dvq ă 8, the Markov
operator
pApνqψqpr, vq “
ż
R2d
pAψqpr, v; q, uqνpdq, duq. (2.22)
The next remark relates the Enskog equation (2.17) with the notion of an Enskog process.
Remark 2.10. Let pR,V q be an Enskog process, and define µt “ LpRt, Vtq, t ě 0. An application
of the Itô formula shows that
ψpRt, Vtq ´ ψpR0, V0q ´
tż
0
pApµsqψqpRs, Vsqds, t ě 0
is a martingale. Hence pµtqtě0 is a weak solution to the Enskog equation.
Consequently, constructing an Enskog process gives immediately a weak solution to the
Enskog equation.
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3 Discussion of the main result
3.1 The result
In this work we provide, based on a particle approximation of binary collisions, an existence
theory for Enskog processes (and hence weak solutions to the Enskog equation). Namely, let
n ě 2 be the number of interacting particles whose coordinates in phase space are given by
r “ pr1, . . . , rnq P Rdn for their positions and v “ pv1, . . . , vnq P Rdn for their velocities. A
collision of a particle prk, vkq with another particle prj, vjq results in the change of particle
configuration
pr, vq ÞÝÑ pr, vkjq, with vkj “ v ` pek ´ ejqαpvk, vj , θ, ξq, (3.1)
where k, j “ 1, . . . , d, el “ p0d, . . . , 0d, 1d, 0d, . . . , 0dq P Rdn where 0d is the zero matrix and 1d
the identity matrix in Rdˆd. This defines an integral operator on C1c pR2dnq via
pJkjF qpr, vq “ 1
2
ż
Ξ
pF pr, vkjq ´ F pr, vqqQpdθqdξ.
The corresponding Markov operator for the whole particle dynamics is given by
pLF qpr, vq “
nÿ
k“1
vk ¨ p∇rkF qpr, vq `
1
n
nÿ
k,j“1
σp|vk ´ vj |qβprk ´ rjqpJkjF qpr, vq (3.2)
with domain C1c pR2dnq. In Section 5, Theorem 5.1 we will prove that the corresponding mar-
tingale problem pL,C1c pR2dnq, ρq has, for each initial distribution ρ P PpR2dnq, a unique solu-
tion in the Skorokhod space DpR`;R2dnq endowed with the usual Skorokhod topology. Let
pX n1 , . . . ,X nn q be the corresponding Markov process with sample paths in the Skorokhod space
Here we let X nk = pRnk ,Vnk q, where Rnk denotes the position and Vnk the velocity of the particle
k P t1, . . . , nu.
Suppose that at initial time t “ 0 all particles are independent and identically distributed,
i.e. X nk p0q, k “ 1, . . . , n, are independent as random variables and LpX nk p0qq “ µ0 P PpR2dq, for
all k “ 1, . . . , n. Define the sequence of empirical measures
µpnq :“ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
δXn
k
,
i.e. probability measures over the Skorokhod space DpR`;R2dq. We seek to show that pµpnqqně2
is tight and, moreover, prove that each limit describes the law of an Enskog process in the sense
of Definition 2.9. Since, as usual, hard and soft potentials require different estimates, we study
these seperately. Let us start with existence in the simpler case of soft potentials.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that γ P p´1, 0s and let µ0 P PpR2dq be such that there exists ε ą 0 withż
R2d
`|r|ε ` |v|2`γ˘ dµ0pr, vq ă 8.
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Then pµpnqqně2 is tight, and each limit describes the law of an Enskog process pR,V q with initial
distribution µ0. Moreover, for each p ě 2` γ, there exists a constant Cp ą 0 such that
E
˜
sup
sPr0,ts
|Vs|p
¸
ď
$’’’’&’’’’%
Cp
˜
1` ş
R2d
|v|pdµ0pr, vq
¸
` Cpt
p
|γ| , if γ ‰ 0˜
1` ş
R2d
|v|pdµ0pr, vq
¸
eCpt, if γ “ 0
,
provided the right-hand side is finite. Moreover, if p ě 4 and γ “ 0, then
E p|Vt|pq ď Cp
¨˝
1`
ż
R2d
|v|pdµ0pr, vq‚˛tp,
provided the right-hand side is finite.
Existence of an Enskog process is here obtained under very mild moment assumptions in
space and velocity. In particular, if γ P p´1, 0q, then 2 ` γ ă 2 and hence the initial condition
does not need to have finite (kinetic) energy. If µ0 has finite energy, then the constructed Enskog
process has finite second moments and by Remark 2.6 satisfies the conservation laws.
For hard potentials the situation is more subtle. We have to distinguish between the critical
case γ “ 2 (critical due to the conservation of kinetic energy) and the simpler case γ P p0, 2q. In
the simpler case we obtain the following.
Theorem 3.2. Suppose that γ P p0, 2q and let µ0 P PpR2dq be such that there exists ε ą 0 withż
R2d
´
|r|ε ` |v| 22´γ maxt4,1`2γu
¯
dµ0pr, vq ă 8.
Then pµpnqqně2 is tight, and each limit describes the law of an Enskog process pR,V q with initial
distribution µ0. Moreover, for any p ě 4, there exists a constant Cp ą 0 such that
E p|Vt|pq ď Cp
¨˝
1`
ż
R2d
|v| 2p2´γ dµ0pr, vq‚˛t 2p2´γ , t ě 0,
and if p` γ ě 4, then also
E
˜
sup
sPr0,ts
|Vs|p
¸
ď Cp
¨˝
1`
ż
R2d
|v| 2p`γ2´γ dµ0pr, vq‚˛´1` t 2p`22´γ ¯ , t ě 0,
provided the right-hand sides are finite.
Note that in all cases above existence holds solely under some finite moment assumption, i.e.
no small density is required. Results applicable to the case βpx´ yq “ δρp|x ´ y|q are typically
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obtained for the cut-off case where, in addition, µ0pdr, dvq “ f0pr, vqdrdv and f0 is sufficiently
small (see e.g. [TB87], [Ark90], [AC90]). The absence of both conditions in this work is, of
course, due to the fact that our collision integral is nonsingular in the spatial variables, i.e. β is
a smooth function and not a distribution.
In the critical case γ “ 2 we have to assume that the initial particle distribution is much
more localized in the velocity variables.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that γ “ 2 and let µ0 P PpR2dq be such that there exists ε ą 0 and
a ą 0 with ż
R2d
´
|r|ε ` ea|v|2
¯
dµ0pr, vq ă 8.
Then pµpnqqně2 is tight, and each limit describes the law of an Enskog process pR,V q with initial
distribution µ0. Moreover we have for any p ě 1
E
˜
sup
sPr0,ts
|Vs|p
¸
ă 8, t ě 0.
We close the presentation of our results with the next remark.
Remark 3.4. Let µ0 P PpR2dq and set µt “ LpRt, Vtq, where pRt, Vtq is the Enskog process given
either by Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2 or Theorem 3.3. Then µt satisfies (at least) the following
moment estimates
(a) If γ P p´1, 0s, then ş
R2d
|v|2`γµtpdr, dvq ă 8, for any t ě 0.
(b) If γ P p0, 2q, then ş
R2d
|v| 82´γ µtpdr, dvq ă 8, for any t ě 0.
(c) If γ “ 2, then ş
R2d
|v|pµtpdr, dvq ă 8 for all p ě 1 and t ě 0.
In any case, Remark 2.7 is applicable and hence pµtqtě0 is also a weak solution to the Enskog
equation in the differential form (2.19).
Below we introduce some additional notation and then explain the main ideas in the proofs.
3.2 Some notation
For a given Polish space E we let PpEq stand for the space of Borel probability measures over
E. Let DpR`;Eq be the corresponding Skorokhod space equipped with the usual Skorokhod
topology and corresponding (right-continuous) filtration as described in [EK86] or [JS03].
Denote by CbpEq the Banach space of continuous bounded functions on E and by BpEq the
space of bounded measurable functions. Let pA,DpAqq be an (possibly unbounded) operator A :
DpAq Ă CbpEq ÝÑ BpEq and fix ρ P PpEq. A solution to the martingale problem pA,DpAq, ρq
is, by definition, given by P P PpDpR`;Eqq such that Ppxp0q P ¨q “ ρ and, for any ψ P DpAq,
ψpxptqq ´ ψpxp0qq ´
tż
0
pAψqpxpsqqds, t ě 0
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is a martingale with respect to P and the filtration generated by the coordinate process xptq
on DpR`;Eq. Additional references and results are given in [EK86]. The extension to time-
inhomogeneous martingale problems pAptq,DpAptqq, ρq is obtained by considering space-time
E ˆ R`.
For v P Rd it is convenient to work with xvy :“ p1 ` |v|2q 12 and we frequently use the
elementary inequalities
xv ` wy ď
?
2pxvy ` xwyq, xv ` wy ď
?
2xvyxwy.
Here and below C ą 0 denotes a generic constant which may vary from line to line.
3.3 Main idea of proof
The classical approach for the construction of solutions to Boltzmann equations is based on
entropy dissipation and compactness methods (see e.g. [CIP94], [Vil98], [LM12] and the ref-
erences given therein). At this point one typically assumes that the initial state µ0 has finite
second moments and a density with finite entropy. The existence of an Enskog process in the
case γ “ 0 was shown in [ARS17]. In this work we propose a purely stochastic approach to
the existence theory for (2.21) based on an approximation via a system of interacting particles
performing binary collisions. As a consequence we obtain existence of solutions for a broader
class of collision kernels and initial states (e.g. without finite entropy or finite energy in the case
of soft potentials). Below we summarize the main steps of our proof.
Step 1. Show that the martingale problem with generator pL,C1c pR2dnqq is well-posed for
any initial distribution ρ P PpR2dnq, see Section 5 for additional details. The proof of this result
mainly relies on the use of classical localization arguments for martingale problems, see [EK86].
Step 2. Prove propagation of moments for the interacting particle system with constants
uniformly in n. This step is studied in Section 6. The general idea is to apply the Itô formula
for
xvyp :“
nÿ
k“1
xvkyp
and after some manipulations use the Gronwall lemma. In the case of soft potentials, γ P p´1, 0s,
one easily finds by the mean-value theorem, for any p ě 1,
E
n
ˆxVnptqyp
n
˙
ď En
ˆxVnp0qyp
n
˙
` Cp
tż
0
E
n
ˆxVnpsqyp`γ
n
˙
ds
and hence the desired moment estimates follow from the Gronwall lemma (since xvyp`γ ď xvyp).
Consider the case of hard potentials with γ P p0, 2s. In this case we use Povzner-type inequalities
(see e.g. [LM12, Lemma 3.6], [CIP94] or Lemma 6.6 from Section 6) instead of the mean-value
theorem. If β would be strictly bounded away from zero, then we could use the negative
terms appearing in the Povzner-type inequalities (see Lemma 6.6) and prove by similar ideas to
[FM09] creation (and propagation) of exponential moments. Since in this work we suppose that
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β P C1c pRdq, these ideas do not apply and we only obtain
E
n
ˆxVnptqy2p
n
˙
ď En
ˆxVnp0qy2p
n
˙
` Cp
tż
0
E
n
ˆxVnpsqy2
n
xVnpsqy2p´2`γ
n
˙
ds.
Due to the additional kinetic energy on the right-hand side we can not directly apply the
Gronwall lemma. Our analysis thus crucially relies on the fact that the conservation laws for
the particle system hold pathwise, i.e.
nÿ
k“1
Vnk ptq “
nÿ
k“1
Vnk p0q,
nÿ
k“1
|Vnk ptq|2 “
nÿ
k“1
|Vnk p0q|2, a.s. . (3.3)
These identities imply that xVnptqy2 “ xVnp0qy and hence, by conditioning on the initial con-
figuration of particles, we may reduce the order of moments on the right-hand side from which
we deduce the desired moment estimates. A similar particle system of binary collisions was
considered for the space-homogeneous case [HK90] where analogous pathwise conservation laws
were used. The particle system considered in [FM16] and [Xu18] is not based on binary collisions
and hence does not satisfy conservation laws in a pathwise sense.
Let us give a short argument why (3.3) is true. Observe that, by (3.1), we have
nÿ
l“1
pvkjql “
nÿ
l“1
vl,
nÿ
l“1
|pvkjql|2 “
nÿ
l“1
|vl|2. (3.4)
If Qpdθq is a finite measure, then only finitely many collisions may appear in any finite amount of
time and (3.3) is obvious (since it holds due to (3.4) from collision to collision). The general case
where Qpdθq is given as in (2.7) is proved by the Itô formula and a reasonable representation of
the process pX n1 , . . . ,X nn q in terms of a stochastic equation driven by a Poisson random measure.
Step 3. By the Aldous criterion, previous moment estimates and a result of Sznitman
[Szn91, Proposition 2.2.(ii)], we deduce that µpnq is tight, see Proposition 7.2 in Section 7 for
details. The corresponding moment bounds for the weak limit can be deduced from the moment
bounds proved in Step 1 together with convergence of µpnq and Fatou Lemma.
Step 4. By definition of (2.22) it is not difficult to see that the law ν of an Enskog process
solves the (time-inhomogeneous) Martingale problem pApνsq, C1c pR2dq, µ0q where νsp¨q “ νpxpsq P
¨q is its time-marginal. Thus, our aim is to prove that any weak limit ν P PpDpR`;R2dqq of
µpnq solves precisely this martingale problem. This step is studied in the second part of Section
7. Based on the classical theory of martingale problems, the main obstacle is devoted to the
convergence for the corresponding martingale problems (see Theorem 7.4). The main technical
issue is related to the singularity of σ which implies in view of (2.15) that Apνq defined in (2.22) is
not continuous in ν w.r.t. weak convergence. Thus we have to introduce another approximation
ARpνq such that ARpνq is continuous in ν and then carefully pass to the limit.
Step 5. Using classical results on the representation of solutions to martingale problems
by weak solutions to stochastic equations with jumps (see e.g. [HK90, Appendix A]) we deduce
existence of an Enskog process. This step is explained in the last part of Section 7.
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3.4 Structure of the work
This work is organized as follows. In Section 4 we study some analytic properties of weak
solutions to the Enskog equation. Section 5 is devoted to the study of the particle system
with generator (3.2). Corresponding moment estimates are then studied in Section 6 whereas
Section 7 is devoted to the convergence of corresponding martingale problems when nÑ8. In
particular, the proofs of Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 are completed in Section
7.
4 Some analytic properties of the Enskog equation
4.1 Continuity properties of the collision operator
For q ě 0 we introduce the notation and define
PqpR2dq :“
$&%µ P PpR2dq | }µ}q :“
ż
R2d
xvyqdµpr, vq ă 8
,.- .
The following is crucial for the study of corresponding martingale problems.
Proposition 4.1. The following assertions hold.
(a) For any ψ P C1pR2dq we have Lψ P CpR3dq and hence Aψ P CpR4dq.
(b) For γ P p´1, 2s there exists a constant C ą 0 such that for any ψ P C1c pR2dq and M ą 0
with ψpr, vq “ 0 for |r| ąM or |v| ąM we have for each 0 ă ε ă 1
4
|Aψpr, v; q, uq| ď M
ε
}∇rψ}8 ` C
˜
1`
ˆ
M
ε
˙2¸ 1`γ2
}∇vψ}8xuy1`γ (4.1)
Let µ P P1`γpR2dq. Then Apµq : C1c pR2dq ÝÑ C0pR2dq, where C0pR2dq is the Banach space
of continuous functions vanishing at infinity and Apµq was defined in (2.22).
(c) Let pψnqnPN Ă C1pR2dq be such that supně1 sup|r|`|v|ďR |∇vψnpr, vq| ă 8, for all R ą 0,
and ψn ÝÑ ψ pointwise. Then Lψn ÝÑ Lψ pointwise.
Proof. (a) Let prn, vnq ÝÑ pr, vq and pqn, unq ÝÑ pq, uq. For ε ą 0 take δ ą 0 such thatş
p0,δq θQpdθq ă ε. Take R ą 0 such that |rn|, |r| ď R and p|u| ` |v|q, p|un| ` |vn|q ď R2 for all
n ě 1. Writing α “ αpv, u, θ, ξq, αn “ αpvn, un, θ, ξq we obtain by (2.14)
|Lψprn, vn;unq ´ Lψpr, v;uq| ď |Sd´2|Rε max|ζ|,|r1|ďR |∇ζψpr
1, ζq|
`
ż
rδ,pis
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ż
Sd´2
pψpr, v ` αq ´ ψpr, vq ´ ψprn, vn ` αnq ` ψprn, vnqq dξ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇQpdθq
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Set α1n “ αpv, u, θ, ξ0pvn ´ un, v ´ u, ξqq. For the second integral we observe that the transfor-
mation ξ0pX,Y, ¨q in Lemma 2.2 has Jacobian 1 so that we may insert ξ0 “ ξ0pvn ´ un, v´ u, ξq
in the operator L to findż
rδ,pis
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ż
Sd´2
pψpr, v ` αq ´ ψpr, vq ´ ψprn, vn ` αnq ` ψprn, vnqq dξ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇQpdθq
“
ż
rδ,pis
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ ż
Sd´2
`
ψpr, v ` α1nq ´ ψpr, vq ´ ψprn, vn ` αnq ` ψprn, vnq
˘
dξ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇQpdθq
ď 2|Sd´2|
ż
rδ,pis
θQpdθq sup
|ζ|,|r1|ďR
`|∇ζψpr1, ζq| ` |∇r1ψpr1, ζq|˘ p|vn ´ v| ` |un ´ u|q
` 2|Sd´2|Qprδ, pisq sup
|ζ|,|r1|ďR
`|∇ζψpr1, ζq| ` |∇r1ψpr1, ζq|˘ p|vn ´ v| ` |rn ´ r|q ,
where we have also used (2.6). This proves part (a).
(b) Let µ P P1`γpR2dq and ψ P C1c pR2dq. Then Aψ P CpR4dq and using (2.15) together with
the moment properties of µ we conclude by dominated convergence theorem that Apµqψ P
CpR2dq. Let us prove (4.1). Take M ą 0 such that ψpr, vq “ 0 if |r| ą M or |v| ą M . Then
pAψqpr, v; q, uq “ 0 for |r| ą M . Consider |r| ď M . For any ε P p0, 1{4s we have for some
constant C ą 0
1t|v|ďε´1Mu|Apr, v; q, uq| ď
M
ε
}∇rψ}8 ` C}∇vψ}8xuy1`γ
˜
1`
ˆ
M
ε
˙2¸ 1`γ2
.
Secondly we obtain
t|v| ą ε´1Mu X t|v ` α| ďMu Ă t|v| ą ε´1Mu X t|α| ě |v| ´Mu
Ă t|v| ą ε´1Mu X t|α| ě p1´ εq|v|u
Ă
"
M
ε
ă |v| ď |u|?
2p1´ εq ´ 1
*
,
where
?
2p1´ εq ´ 1 ě ?23
4
´ 1 ą 0 and in the last step we have used |αpv, u, θ, ξq| ď |v|`|u|?
2
, see
(2.13). Then
1t|v|ąε´1Mu|Aψpr, v; q, uq| ď 1t|v|ąε´1Mu}∇vψ}8
ż
Ξ
|αpv, u, θ, ξq|1t|v`α|ďMuσp|v ´ u|qβpr ´ qqQpdθqdξ
ď C}∇vψ}8|v ´ u|σp|v ´ u|q1tε´1Mă|v|ď |u|?
2p1´εq´1 u
ď C}∇vψ}81tp?2p1´εq´1qε´1Mă|u|uxuy1`γ
where in the last inequality we have used |v´ u|σp|v ´ u|q ď C `xvy1`γ ` xuy1`γ˘ together with
1tε´1Mă|v|ď |u|?
2p1´εq´1 u
xvy1`γ ď 1tp?2p1´εq´1qε´1Mă|u|uCxuy1`γ ,
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where the generic constant C is independent of ε. This proves (4.1). Integrating above estimates
w.r.t. µ gives
1t|v|ąε´1Mu|pApµqψqpr, vq| ď C}∇vψ}8
ż
R2d
1tp?2p1´εq´1qε´1Mă|u|uxuy1`γdµpq, uq ÝÑ 0, εÑ 0.
i.e. Apµqψ P C0pR2dq. Assertion (c) is a consequence of (2.14) and dominated convergence.
The next statement establishes continuous dependence of Apµq on µ.
Proposition 4.2. Let pµnqně1 Ă P1`γpR2dq and take µ P P1`γpR2dq. Suppose that prn, vnq ÝÑ
pr, vq, µn ÝÑ µ weakly and }µn}1`γ ÝÑ }µ}1`γ. Then
lim
nÑ8pApµnqψqprn, vnq “ pApµqψqpr, vq, ψ P C
1
b pR2dq.
Proof. Write
|Apµqψpr, vq ´Apµnqψprn, vnq| ď |Apµqψpr, vq ´Apµnqψpr, vq| ` |Apµnqψpr, vq ´Apµnqψprn, vnq|.
(4.2)
By Proposition 4.1.(a) we have Aψ P CpR4dq and by (2.15) we obtain
|Aψpr, v; q, uq| ď }∇rψ}8xvy ` κcσ}∇vψ}8
`xvy1`γ ` xuy1`γ˘ |Sd´2|.
Hence by definition of Apµq (see (2.22)) and the hypthesis }µn}1`γ ÝÑ }µ}1`γ , we conclude that
the first term in (4.2) tends to zero. For the second term take R ą 0 and write
|Apµnqψprn, vnq ´Apµnqψpr, vq|
ď
ż
R2d
|Aψprn, vn; q, uq ´Aψpr, v; q, uq|1t|u|ąRudµnpq, uq
`
ż
R2d
|Aψprn, vn; q, uq ´Aψpr, v; q, uq|1t|u|ďRudµnpq, uq
ď C
ż
R2d
xuy1`γ1t|u|ąRudµnpq, uq ` sup
qPRd, |u|ďR
|Aψprn, vn, q, uq ´Aψpr, v, q, uq|,
where C is allowed to depend on v and we have used (2.15) in the last inequality. Since
}µn}1`γ ÝÑ }µ}1`γ it follows that
lim
RÑ8
sup
nPN
ż
R2d
xuy1`γ1t|u|ąRudµnpq, uq “ 0.
For the other term we use
|Aψprn, vn, q, uq ´Aψpr, v, q, uq| ď |σp|vn ´ u|qpLψqprn, vn;uq ´ σp|v ´ u|qpLψqpr, v;uq|
` }∇β}8|rn ´ r|σp|v ´ u|q|pLψqpr, v;uq|
` |vn ¨ p∇rψqprn, vnq ´ v ¨ p∇rψqpr, vq|.
All terms tend to zero uniformly in pq, uq P Rd ˆ t|u| ď Ru (see also the proof of Proposition
4.1.(a)). This proves the assertion.
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4.2 Continuity of moments
Below we provide a sufficient condition under which (2.17) can be extended to all ψ P C1pR2dq
satisfying for some q ě 1
}ψ}C1q :“ suppr,vqPR2d
|∇rψpr, vq| ` sup
pr,vqPR2d
|ψpr, vq|
1` |v|q ` suppr,vqPR2d
|∇vψpr, vq|
1` |v|q´1 ă 8. (4.3)
Theorem 4.3. Let pµtqtě0 be a weak solution to the Enskog equation and let q ě 1. Assume
that
Tż
0
ż
R2d
|v|q`γ`dµtpr, vqdt ă 8, @ T ą 0 (4.4)
and γ P p´1, 2s. Then for any ψ P C1pR2dq satisfying (4.3), the map t ÞÝÑ xAψ, µt b µty is
locally integrable and (2.17) holds. Moreover t ÞÝÑ xψ, µty is continuous for any ψ P CpR2dq
with
sup
pr,vqPR2d
|ψpr, vq|
1` |v|q ă 8. (4.5)
Proof. Let T ą 0 and fix any ψ as in (4.3). Then, by (2.14), we get
|ψpr, v ` αpv, u, θ, ξqq ´ ψpr, vq| ď |v ´ u|θ max
|ζ|ď2p|v|`|u|q
|∇ζψpr, ζq|
ď |v ´ u|θ sup
pr,vqPR2d
|∇vψpr, vq|
1` |v|q´1 max|ζ|ď2p|v|`|u|qp1` |ζ|
q´1q
ď Cθ|v ´ u| `xvyq´1 ` xuyq´1˘ sup
pr,vqPR2d
|∇vψpr, vq|
1` |v|q´1 .
This implies that
|pAψqpr, v; q, uq| ď }∇rψ}8|v| ` σp|v ´ u|qβpr ´ qq|pLψqpr, v;uq|
ď }∇rψ}8xvy ` C
`xvy1`γ ` xuy1`γ˘ `xvyq´1 ` xuyq´1˘ sup
pr,vqPR2d
|∇vψpr, vq|
1` |v|q´1
ď C `xvy ` xvyq`γ ` xuyq`γ ` xvy1`γxuyq´1 ` xvyq´1xuy1`γ˘ }ψ}C1q
ď C `xvyq`γ ` xuyq`γ˘ }ψ}C1q
where in the last inequality we have used the Young inequality
xvy1`γxuyq´1 ď 1` γ
`
q ` γ xvy
q`γ` ` q ´ 1
q ` γ` xuy
q`γ`. (4.6)
By (4.4) we see that t ÞÝÑ xAψ, µt b µty is locally integrable. Let us prove that (2.17) holds
for ψ P C1pR2dq satisfying (4.3). Take g P C8c pR`q with 1r0,1s ď g ď 1r0,2s and set ψnpr, vq “
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g
´ |v|2
n2
¯
ψpr, vq. Then supnPN }ψn}C1q ă 8 and clearly ψn ÝÑ ψ pointwise. Using equation (2.17)
with ψn in the place of ψ, we obtain
xψn, µty “ xψn, µ0y `
tż
0
xAψn, µs b µsyds, t ě 0, n P N (4.7)
and it suffices to show that we can pass to the limit nÑ8. Clearly we have xψn, µty ÝÑ xψ, µty
for any t ě 0. For the integral term in (4.7) we apply Proposition 4.1.(c) so that Aψn ÝÑ Aψ
pointwise, and by the above estimate we obtain
|pAψnqpr, v; q, uq| ď C
`xvyq`γ ` xuyq`γ˘ sup
nPN
}ψn}C1q ă 8
and in view of (4.4) we can apply dominated convergence theorem, to pass to the limit nÑ 8
in (4.7).
It remains to prove that t ÞÝÑ xψ, µty is continuous for any ψ P CpR2dq which satisfies (4.5).
This property certainly holds for any ψq P C1b pR2dq and hence by standard density arguments
also for any ψ P CbpR2dq. Next, using (2.17) for the particular choice ψqpr, vq :“ xvyq, which is
possible since ψq satisfies (4.3), and using that t ÞÝÑ xAψq, µt b µty is locally integrable, we see
that t ÞÝÑ ş
R2d
xvyqµtpdr, dvq is continuous. This readily implies the assertion.
5 The interacting particle system
In this section we study the particle dynamics given by (3.2) associated with the Enskog process.
The following is the main result for this section.
Theorem 5.1. For each ρ P PpR2dnq there exists a unique solution Pρ P PpDpR`;R2dnqq to the
martingale problem pL,C1c pR2dnq, ρq. Moreover this solution is the unique weak solution to the
stochastic equation$’’’&’’’%
Rptq “ Rp0q `
tş
0
Vpsqds
Vptq “ Vp0q `
tş
0
ş
EˆR`
GpRpsq,Vps´q, z, θ, ξ, l, l1qdNps, l, l1, θ, ξ, zq
(5.1)
where Gpr, v, z, θ, ξ, l, l1q :“ pel´ el1qαpvl, vl1 , θ, ξq1r0,σp|vl´v1l|qβprl´rl1qspzq and N is a Poisson ran-
dom measure defined on a filtered probability space pΩ,F ,Ft,Pq with right-continuous filtration
and compensator d pN “ dsdνdz on R` ˆ E ˆ R`, E “ t1, . . . , nu2 ˆ Ξ,
νpdl, dl1, dθ, dξq “ 1
2n
nÿ
k“1
nÿ
j“1
δkpdlqδjpdl1qQpdθqdξ (5.2)
and LpRp0q,Vp0qq “ ρ such that LpR,Vq “ Pρ. This solution satisfies the conservation laws
(3.3).
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The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 5.1.
Lemma 5.2. The operator L satisfies the following properties
(a) LF P CcpR2dnq for any F P C1c pR2dnq.
(b) L satisfies the positive maximum principle, i.e. let F P C1c pR2dnq and pr0, v0q P R2dn be a
global maximum of F , then pLF qpr0, v0q ď 0.
(c) L is conservative, i.e. there exists pFmqmě1 Ă C1c pR2dnq such that Fm ÝÑ 1 and LFm ÝÑ
0 bounded pointwise as mÑ8.
Proof. Let us first prove that Jkj : C
1
c pR2dnq ÞÝÑ CcpR2dnq, 1 ď k, j ď n. Fix any F P
C1c pR2dnq. Using similar arguments to Proposition 4.1.(a) we find that JklF P CpR2dnq. For
convenience of notation we introduce |r|22 “
řn
k“1 |rk|2 and likewise |v|22. Take M ą 0 such
that F pr, vq “ 0 whenever |r|22 ě M or |v|22 ě M . By definition of Jkj we get pJkjF qpr, vq “ 0
if |r|22 ě M . Consider |v|22 ě M . Conservation of kinetic energy implies |vkj|22 “ |v|22 ě M
and thus pJkjF qpr, vq “ 0 (see (3.4)). This proves LF P CcpR2dnq. Let pr0, v0q P R2dn be
a global maximum of F . Then by definition of Jkj we obtain JkjF pr0, v0q ď 0 and hence
pLF qpr0, v0q ď 0, i.e. the positive maximum principle holds.
Let us prove that L is conservative. Take ψ P C8pR`q such that 1r0,1s ď ψ ď 1r0,2s and
set, for m P N, ψmprq :“ ψ
´ |r|2
2
m2
¯
and Fmpr, vq “ ψmprqψmpvq. Then Fm P C1c pR2dnq and
Fm ÝÑ 1 bounded pointwise as mÑ 8. Using again the fact that |vkj|22 “ |v|22 combined with
∇rψmprq “ 0 if |r| ď m, we conclude that pLFmqpr, vq “
řn
k“1 vk ¨ p∇rkψmqprqψmpvq ÝÑ 0
bounded pointwise as mÑ8.
Next we consider the case where σ is bounded. The general statement can be then deduced
by suitable localization (see [EK86, Chapter 4, Theorem 6.1, Theorem 6.2]). For m ě 1 let
Um “
# pr, vq | řnk“1 |vk|2 ă m2( , if γ P p0, 2s
tpr, vq | @k, j P t1, . . . , nu s.t. |vk ´ vj|γ ă mu , if γ P p´1, 0s
and take gm P C1c pR2dnq such that gm P C1pRdnq with 1Um´1 ď gm ď 1Um and U0 :“ H. Then
gm ¨σ is bounded. Let LmF be given by LF with σ replaced by gmσ. We consider weak solutions
Xmptq “ pRmptq,Vmptqq to$’’’&’’’%
Rmptq “ Rp0q `
tş
0
gmpVmpsqqVmpsqds
Vmptq “ Vp0q `
tş
0
ş
Eˆr0,cms
GmpRmpsq,Vmps´q, z, θ, ξ, l, l1qdNps, l, l1, θ, ξ, zq
(5.3)
where N is a Poisson random measure defined on a stochastic basis pΩ,F ,Ft,Pq with right-
continuous filtration and compensator dsdνdz on R` ˆ E ˆ r0, cms, where cm ą 0 is some
sufficiently large constant and
Gmpr, v, z, θ, ξ, l, l1q :“ pel ´ el1qαpvl, vl1 , θ, ξq1r0,gmpvqσp|vl´v1l|qβprl´rl1qspzq. (5.4)
Using the Itô formula one can show that any weak solution to (5.3) gives a solution to the
martingale problem posed by pLm, C1c pR2dnqq.
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Proposition 5.3. Let m ě 1 be fixed. Then for each ρ P PpR2dnq there exists a unique solution
to the martingale problem pLm, C1c pR2dnq, ρq in the Skorokhod space. Moreover, this solution can
be obtained as a weak solution to (5.3). Such a solution satisfies for t ě 0 similar conservation
laws to (3.3).
Proof. Lemma 5.2 applied to Lm together with [EK86, Chapter 4, Theorem 3.8, Theorem
5.4] yields existence of solutions to the martingale problem pLm, C1c pR2dnq, ρq, for any ρ P
PpR2dnq. It follows from [Kur11, Theorem 2.3] that each solution to the martingale prob-
lem pLm, C1c pR2dnq, ρq can be obtained from a weak solution to (5.3). Let pRmptq,Vmptqq be any
weak solution and set F0pvq “
řn
k“1 vk and F1pvq “
řn
k“1 |vk|2. Then using the definition of
Gm together with (3.4) a short computation shows that
Fjpv `Gmpv, r, z, ξ, l, l1qq ´ Fjpvq “ 0, j “ 0, 1. (5.5)
From the Itô formula we conclude that conservation of momentum and energy holds.
Let us prove uniqueness. Applying [BK93, Theorem 2.1] we see that it suffices to prove
uniqueness for the martingale problem pLm, C1c pR2dnq, δpr0,v0qq, for all pr0, v0q P R2dn. Again
by [Kur11, Corollary 2.5] we only have to prove uniqueness in law for solutions to (5.3) with
initial condition pr0, v0q P R2dn. Since m is fixed we let for simplicity of notation Rptq “ Rmptq
and Vptq “ Vmptq. The proof follows some ideas taken from [Fou06], but now applied for an
interacting particle system. Consider for k ě 1 the stochastic equation$’’’&’’’%
Rkptq “ r0 `
tş
0
Vkpsqds
Vkptq “ v0 `
tş
0
ş
Eˆr0,cms
GmpRkpsq,Vkps´q, z, θ, ξk, l, l1q1tθą 1
k
udNps, l, l1, θ, ξ, zq
with ξk “ ξ0pVlps´q´Vl1ps´q, V kl ps´q´V kl1 ps´q, ξq. Since ν
`t1, . . . , nu2 ˆ pk´1, pis ˆ Sd´2˘ ă 8
it follows that this equation can be uniquely solved from jump to jump. Applying the Itô formula
and using again (5.5) it is not difficult to show that Vkptq satisfies conservation of momentum
and energy. Recall that here and below we have let |v|22 “
řn
j“1 |vj |2 for v P Rdn. Since
suptPr0,T s |Rkptq ´Rptq|2 ď T suptPr0,T s |Vkptq ´ Vptq|2 it suffices to prove
E
˜
sup
tPr0,T s
|Vkptq ´ Vptq|2
¸
ď akC ` C
Tż
0
E
˜
sup
sPr0,ts
|Vkpsq ´ Vpsq|2
¸
dt (5.6)
where C “ Cpn,m, r0, v0, T q ą 0 is some constant independent of k and 0 ď ak ÝÑ 0 as k Ñ8
(apply e.g. similar arguments to [Fou06]).
Set gm :“ gmpVps´qq, σ “ σp|Vlps´q ´ Vl1ps´q|q, β “ βpRlpsq ´Rl1psqq and g1m, σ1, β1 with
V,R replaced by Vk,Rk. Then by the Itô formula and a simple computation we arrive at
E
˜
sup
tPr0,T s
|Vkptq ´ Vptq|2
¸
ď I1 ` I2 ` I3 ` I4
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where
I1 “
Tż
0
ż
E
E
´ˇˇˇ
pel ´ el1q
´
αpVl,Vl1 , θ, ξq ´ αpVkl ,Vkl1 , θ, ξkq
¯ˇˇˇ
2
gmσβ ^ g1mσ1β1
¯
dνds,
I2 “
Tż
0
ż
E
E
`|pel ´ el1qαpVl,Vl1 , θ, ξq|2|g1mσ1β1 ´ gmσβ|˘ dνds,
I3 “
Tż
0
ż
E
E
´
|pel ´ el1qαpVkl ,Vkl1 , θ, ξkq|2|gmσβ ´ g1mσ1β1|
¯
dνds,
I4 “
Tż
0
ż
t1,...,nu2ˆp0, 1
k
qˆSd´2
E
´
|pel ´ el1qαpVkl ,Vkl1 , θ, ξkq|2g1mσ1β1
¯
dνds.
For I1 we easily obtain I1 ď C
şT
0
EpsupsPr0,ts |Vkpsq ´ Vpsq|2qdt where we have used
řn
l“1 |vk| ď
|v|2 for v P Rdn. Concerning I4 we get by conservation of energy
I4 ď C
n
ÿ
l‰l1
Tż
0
ż
r0, 1
k
qˆSd´2
Epθ|Vkl ´ Vkl1 |qQpdθqdξds ď Cak
Tż
0
Ep|Vkpsq|2qds “ CT |v0|2ak
with ak “
ş
r0, 1
k
qˆSd´2 θQpdθqdξ. Concerning I2 ` I3 we estimate´
|pel ´ el1qαpVl,Vl1 , θ, ξq| ` |pel ´ el1qαpVkl ,Vkl1 , θ, ξkq|
¯
|g1mσ1β1 ´ gmσβ|
ď Cθ|Vl ´ Vl1 |
`
gmσ|β ´ β1| ` β1σ|gm ´ g1m| ` β1g1m|σ ´ σ1|
˘
` Cθ|Vkl ´ Vkl1 |
`
g1mσ
1|β ´ β1| ` βσ1|gm ´ g1m| ` βgm|σ ´ σ1|
˘
ď Cθ
´
|Rl ´Rkl | ` |Rl1 ´Rkl1 |
¯
` Cθ
´
|Vl ´ Vl1 | ` |Vkl ´ Vkl1 |
¯
|σ ´ σ1|
` Cθ
´
|Vl ´ Vl1 | ` |Vkl ´ Vkl1 | ` |Vl ´ Vl1 |1`γ ` |Vkl ´ Vkl1 |1`γ
¯
|V ´ Vk|2,
where we have used |gm´ g1m| ď Cp1UmpVq`1UmpVkqq|V ´Vk|2. For the second term we apply`|v ´ u| ` |v1 ´ u1|˘ ˇˇσp|v ´ u|q ´ σp|v1 ´ u1|qˇˇ ď C `|v ´ u|γ ` |v1 ´ u1|γ˘ `|v ´ v1| ` |u´ u1|˘
whereas for the third term we use
|Vl ´ Vl1| ` |Vkl ´ Vkl1 | ` |Vl ´ Vl1 |1`γ ` |Vkl ´ Vkl1 |1`γ
ď Cp|Vl| ` |Vl1 | ` |Vkl | ` |Vkl1 | ` |Vl|1`γ ` |Vl1 |1`γ ` |Vkl |1`γ ` |Vkl1 |1`γq
ď Cp1` |V|22 ` |Vk|22 ` |V|42 ` |Vk|42q ď Cp1` |v0|22 ` |v0|42q
to obtain I2 ` I3 ď C
şT
0
E
´
supsPr0,ts |Vkpsq ´ Vpsq|2
¯
dt. This completes the proof of (5.6).
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6 Moment estimates
6.1 The general moment formula
Let ρpnq P PpR2dnq be the initial distribution. Denote by Pρpnq the unique solution to the cor-
responding martingale problem pL,C1c pR2dnq, ρpnqq and let pRnptq,Vnptqq be the weak solutions
to (5.1) on pΩn,Fn,Fnt ,Pnq with law Pρpnq , see Theorem 5.1. Expectations w.r.t. Pn we de-
note by En. If the initial condition is deterministic, say ρpnq “ δpr0,v0q for pr0, v0q P R2dn, we
also write Ppr0,v0q and E
n
pr0,v0q to indicate the dependence on the initial condition. Finally let
X n “ pX n1 , . . . ,X nn q where X nk “ pRnk ,Vnk q.
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that ρpnq P PpR2dnq is symmetric. Then X n1 , . . . ,X nn are exchangeable as
elements in DpR`;R2dq. In particular X nk , k “ 1, . . . , n are identically distributed.
Proof. This follows from the fact that L maps symmetric functions onto symmetric functions
and that the martingale problem pL,C1c pR2dnq, ρpnqq is well-posed.
For g P C1pRdq define x¨yg : Rdn ÝÑ R` via xvyg “
řn
k“1 gpvkq. Then for v‹k,j “ vk `
αpvk, vj , θ, ξq we obtain for the action of the Markov generator L on x¨yg
pLx¨ygqpr, vq “ 1
n
nÿ
k,j“1
σp|vk ´ vj|qβprk ´ rjq
ż
Ξ
`
gpv‹k,jq ` gpv‹j,kq ´ gpvkq ´ gpvj
˘
Qpdθqdξ. (6.1)
The next lemma is a simple consequence of the integration theory for Poisson random measures.
Lemma 6.2. Let g P C1pRdq and pRnptq,Vnptqq be a weak solution to (5.1) with symmetric
initial distribution ρpnq P PpR2dnq. Then
(a) Set τM “ inftt ą 0 | xVnptqy ěM or xVnpt´qy ěMu, M ě 1, then
E
npxVnpt^ τMqygq “ EnpxVnp0qygq ` En
¨˝
t^τMż
0
pLx¨ygqpRnpsq,Vnpsqqds‚˛
(b) It holds that
E
n
˜
sup
sPr0,ts
gpVn1 psqq
¸
ď EnpgpVn1 p0qqq ` En
¨˝
tż
0
NgpRnpsq,Vnpsqqds‚˛
where
Ngpr, vq “ 1
2n
nÿ
k“1
σp|v1 ´ vk|q
ż
Ξ
|gpv1 ` αpv1, vk, θ, ξqq ´ gpv1q|Qpdθqdξ
` 1
2n
nÿ
k“1
σp|v1 ´ vk|q
ż
Ξ
|gpv1 ´ αpv1, vk, θ, ξqq ´ gpv1q|Qpdθqdξ.
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Proof. We obtain, for each M ě 1, with dN “ dNps, l, l1, θ, ξ, zq
xVnpt^ τMqyg “ xVnp0qyg `
t^τMż
0
ż
EˆR`
“xVnps´q `GpRnpsq,Vnps´q, z, θ, ξ, l, l1qyg ´ xVnps´qyg‰ dN,
(6.2)
where the stochastic integral is defined pathwise and G is given as in (5.1). Indeed, it holds that
E
n
¨˚
˝ t^τMż
0
ż
EˆR`
ˇˇxVnpsq `GpRnpsq,Vnpsq, z, θ, ξ, l, l1qyg ´ xVnpsqyg ˇˇ dsdνdz‹˛‚
ď 1
n
nÿ
k“1
E
n
¨˚
˝ t^τMż
0
ż
EˆR`
|gpVnk psq `GkpRnpsq,Vnpsq, z, θ, ξ, l, l1qq ´ gpVnk psqq|dsdνdz‹˛‚
ď C
n
nÿ
k“1
E
n
¨˚
˝ t^τMż
0
ż
EˆR`
|GkpRnpsq,Vnpsq, z, θ, ξ, l, l1q|dsdνdz‹˛‚
ď C
n2
ÿ
k‰j
E
n
¨˝
t^τMż
0
ż
Ξ
|αpVnk psq,Vnj psq, θ, ξqσp|Vnk psq ´ Vnj psq|qQpdθqdξds‚˛
ď C
n2
ÿ
k‰j
E
n
¨˝
t^τMż
0
`xVnk psqy1`γ ` xVnj psqy1`γ˘ ds‚˛ă 8,
where in the second inequality we have used that Vkpsq and Vnk psq`GkpRnpsq,Vnpsq, z, θ, ξ, l, l1q
are both bounded a.s. for s P r0, t^ τM s and Gk is defined in (5.4). Using the definition of τM ,
we find that the right-hand side is finite, i.e. we have shown (6.2). Taking expectations in (6.2)
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gives
E
npxVnpt^ τM qygq ´ EnpxVnp0qygq
“ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
E
n
¨˚
˝ t^τMż
0
ż
EˆR`
pgpVnk `Gkq ´ gpVnk qqdsdνdz‹˛‚
“ 1
2n
nÿ
k,j“1
E
n
¨˚
˝ t^τMż
0
ż
EˆR`
“
gpVnk ` αpVnk ,Vnj , θ, ξqq ´ gpVnk qq
‰
σp|Vnk ´ Vnj |qβpRnk ´Rnj qds‹˛‚
` 1
2n
nÿ
k,j“1
E
n
¨˚
˝ t^τMż
0
ż
EˆR`
“
gpVnk ´ αpVnk ,Vnj , θ, ξqq ´ gpVnj q
‰
σp|Vnk ´ Vnj |qβpRnk ´Rnj qds‹˛‚
“ En
¨˝
t^τMż
0
pLx¨ygqpRnpsq,Vnpsqqds‚˛.
For the second part we use the same localization argument to obtain a.s.
gpVn1 ptqq “ gpVn1 p0qq `
tż
0
ż
EˆR`
“
gpVn1 psq `G1pRnpsq,Vnpsq, z, θ, ξ, l, l1qq ´ gpVn1 ps´qq
‰
dN
where the stochastic integral is defined pathwise. Taking the supremum on both sides gives
sup
sPr0,ts
gpVn1 psqq ď gpVn1 p0qq `
tż
0
ż
EˆR`
ˇˇ
gpVn1 psq `G1pRnpsq,Vnpsq, z, θ, ξ, l, l1qq ´ gpVn1 ps´qq
ˇˇ
dN.
Now taking expectations on both sides yields
E
n
˜
sup
sPr0,ts
gpVn1 psqq
¸
ď En pgpVn1 p0qqq `
tż
0
ż
EˆR`
E
n
`ˇˇ
gpVn1 psq `G1pRnpsq,Vnpsq, z, θ, ξ, l, l1qq ´ gpVn1 ps´qq
ˇˇ˘
dsdνdz
ď 1
2n
nÿ
k“1
tż
0
ż
Ξ
E
n p|gpVn1 psq ` αpVn1 psq,Vnk psq, θ, ξqq ´ gpVn1 psqq| σp|Vn1 psq ´ Vnk psq|qqQpdθqdξds
` 1
2n
nÿ
k“1
tż
0
ż
Ξ
E
n p|gpVn1 psq ´ αpVn1 psq,Vnk psq, θ, ξqq ´ gpVn1 psqq| σp|Vn1 psq ´ Vnk psq|qqQpdθqdξds.
Below we apply this result for the particular case gpvq “ xvyp where, for simplicity of notation,
we let xvyp :“ xvyg “
řn
k“1xvkyp.
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6.2 Soft potentials γ P p´1, 0s
Here and below suppose that γ P p´1, 0s. Let us begin with a Lyapunov-type estimate on the
interacting particle system.
Lemma 6.3. For any p ě 1 we can find a constant C “ Cp ą 0 such that for gpvq “ xvyp
Ngpr, vq ď C xvyp`γ
n
(6.3)
Proof. For any p ě 1 there exists a constant Cp ą 0 such thatż
Sd´2
|xv ˘ αpv, u, θ, ξqyp ´ xvyp|dξ ď Cpθ|v ´ u|
`xvyp´1 ` xuyp´1˘ .
Hence we obtain from (4.6)
Ngpr, vq ď C
n
nÿ
k“1
|v1 ´ vk|1`γ
`xv1yp´1 ` xvkyp´1˘ ď C xvyp`γ
n
.
Moment estimates uniformly in n are given below.
Proposition 6.4. Suppose that γ P p´1, 0s. Let pRnptq,Vnptqq be a weak solution to (5.1) with
symmetric initial distribution ρpnq P PpR2dnq. Then for each p ě 1 there exists a constant Cp ą 0
such that
E
n
˜
sup
sPr0,ts
xVn1 psqyp
¸
ď
$’&’%
CpE
n pxVn1 p0qypq ` Cpt
p
|γ| , γ P p´1, 0q
E
n pxVn1 p0qypq eCpt, γ “ 0
, t ě 0,
provided the right-hand side is finite.
Proof. For N ě 1 let τN “ inftt ą 0 | xVnptqy ě N or xVnpt´qy ě Nu. Then by Lemma 6.2.(b)
and (6.1)
E
n
ˆxVnpt^ τN qyp
n
˙
ď En
ˆxVnp0qyp
n
˙
` Cp
tż
0
E
n
ˆxVnps ^ τN qyp`γ
n
˙
ds
ď En
ˆxVnp0qyp
n
˙
` Cp
tż
0
E
n
ˆxVnps ^ τN qyp
n
˙
ds
and by the Gronwall lemma En
´ xVnpt^τN qyp
n
¯
ď En
´ xVnp0qyp
n
¯
eCpt ă 8. Taking the limit
N Ñ 8 yields En
´ xVnptqyp
n
¯
ď En
´ xVnp0qyp
n
¯
eCpt ă 8. Again by Lemma 6.2.(a) and (6.3)
E
n
˜
sup
sPr0,ts
xVn1 psqyp
¸
ď En
ˆxVnp0qyp
n
˙
` C
tż
0
E
n
ˆxVnpsqyp`γ
n
˙
ds
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where the right-hand side is finite due to xVnpsqyp`γ ď xVnpsqyp and previous estimates. Since
X nk , k “ 1, . . . , n are identically distributed we get
E
n
ˆxVnpsqyp`γ
n
˙
“ En `xVn1 psqyp`γ˘
ď En
˜
sup
rPr0,ss
xVn1 prqyp`γ
¸
ď
$’’’’’&’’’’’%
E
n
˜
sup
rPr0,ss
xVn1 prqyp
¸1´ |γ|
p
, γ ‰ 0
E
n
˜
sup
rPr0,ss
xVn1 prqyp
¸
, γ “ 0
. (6.4)
For γ “ 0 we deduce the assertion from the Gronwall lemma. For γ P p´1, 0q we appply the
Bihari-LaSalle inequality (see Lemma A.1).
Remark 6.5. In (6.4), for γ ‰ 0, we may bound
E
n
˜
sup
rPr0,ss
xVn1 prqyp`γ
¸
ď En
˜
sup
rPr0,ss
xVn1 prqyp
¸
as well. Hence, a weaker conclusion results, namely
E
n
˜
sup
rPr0,ss
xVn1 prqyp
¸
ď En pxVn1 p0qypq eCpt
for all γ P p´1, 0s and p ě 1.
6.3 Hard potentials γ P p0, 2s
In this part we suppose that γ P p0, 2s. The following Povzner-type inequality is basically
contained in [LM12, Lemma 3.6]. However, we suppose that p ě 2 and hence get a less sharp
estimate. The proof works in exactly the same way.
Lemma 6.6. For all θ P p0, pis and p ě 2ż
Sd´2
`xv ` αpv, u, θ, ξqy2p ` xu´ αpv, u, θ, ξqy2p ´ xvy2p ´ xuy2p˘ dξ
ď ´sin
2pθq
2
`xvy2p ` xuy2p˘` Cp sin2pθq t
p`1
2
uÿ
k“1
´
xvy2kxuy2p´2k ` xvy2p´2kxuy2k
¯
,
where txu P Z is defined by txu ď x ă txu ` 1 and Cp ą 0 is some constant.
We may now deduce from the above a similar Lyapunov-type estimate.
Lemma 6.7. The following assertions hold.
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(a) For γ P r0, 2s and any 2p ě 4 we find a constant Cp ą 0 such that
1
n2
nÿ
k,j“1
σp|vk ´ vj |q
ż
Ξ
`xv‹ky2p ` xv‹j y2p ´ xvky2p ´ xvjy2p˘Qpdθqdξ ď Cp xvy2n xvy2p´2`γn
(6.5)
where v‹k “ vk ` αpvk, vj , θ, ξq, v‹j “ vj ´ αpvk, vj , θ, ξq
(b) For γ P r0, 2s and any p ě 1 we find a constant Cp ą 0 such that for gpvq “ xvyp
Ngpr, vq ď Cp xvy2p`γ
n
. (6.6)
Proof. (a) We get by Lemma 6.6 for some generic constant C ą 0 and kp “ tp`12 u
1
n2
nÿ
k,j“1
σp|vk ´ vj|q
ż
Ξ
`xv‹ky2p ` xv‹j y2p ´ xvky2p ´ xvjy2p˘Qpdθqdξ
ď C
n2
nÿ
k,j“1
kpÿ
l“1
pxvkyγ ` xvjyγq
´
xvky2lxvjy2p´2l ` xvky2p´2lxvjy2l
¯
ď C
n2
kpÿ
l“1
pxvy2l`γxvy2p´2l ` xvy2p´2l`γxvy2lq .
Next following the proof of [LM12, Lemma 3.7] we use xvyr ď xvy
s´r
s´2
2 xvy
r´2
s´2
s for 2 ď r ď s to
deduce, for 2 ď s1, s2 ď 2p´ 2` γ,
xvys1 ¨ xvys2 ď xvya2 ¨ xvyb2p ď xvy2 ¨ xvy2p´2`γ ,
where we have set
a “ 2p2p ´ 2` γq ´ ps1 ` s2q
2p ´ 2` γ ´ 2 , b “
s1 ` s2 ´ 2
2p ´ 2` γ ´ 2 .
Estimating each term in the sum proves (6.5).
(b) The assertion follows exactly by the same arguments as (6.3).
Corresponding moment estimates are given below.
Proposition 6.8. Let pRnptq,Vnptqq be a weak solution to (5.1) with initial distribution ρpnq.
Then the following assertions hold.
(a) Suppose that γ P r0, 2q. Then for any 2p ě 4 there exists a constant Cp ą 0 such that
E
n
ˆxVnptqy2p
n
˙
ď CpEn
ˆxVnp0qy2p
n
˙
` CpEn
˜xVnp0qy 4p
2´γ
n
¸
t
2p
2´γ ,
provided the right-hand side is finite.
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(b) Suppose that γ “ 2. Then for any p ě 2 there exists Cp ą 0 such that
E
n
ˆxVnptqy2p
n
˙
ď En
ˆxVnp0qy2p
n
eCp
xVnp0qy2
n
t
˙
, t ě 0,
provided the right-hand side is finite.
Proof. For N ě 1 let τN “ inftt ą 0 | xVnptqy ě N or xVnpt´qy ě Nu.
(a) Consider first pRnptq,Vnptqq with deterministic initial condition pr0, v0q P R2dn. Applying
the Lemma 6.2.(a) and then using (6.5) together with conservation of kinetic energy gives
E
n
pr0,v0q
ˆxVnpt^ τN qy2p
n
˙
ď xv0y2p
n
` Cp xv0y2
n
E
n
pr0,v0q
¨˝
t^τNż
0
xVnpsqy2p´2`γ
n
ds‚˛
ď xv0y2p
n
` Cp xv0y2
n
tż
0
E
n
pr0,v0q
ˆxVnps^ τN qy2p
n
ds
˙1´ 2´γ
2p
ds.
Applying the Bihari-LaSalle inequality we obtain for some Cp ą 0
E
n
pr0,v0q
ˆxVnpt^ τN qy2p
n
˙
ď Cp xv0y2p
n
` Cp
ˆxv0y2
n
˙ 2p
2´γ
t
2p
2´γ .
Taking N Ñ 8 proves the assertion in the case of deterministic initial condition. For the general
case we use Pρpnq “
ş
R2dn
Ppr0,v0qdρ
pnqpr0, v0q to obtain
E
n
ˆxVnptqy2p
n
˙
ď CpEn
ˆxVnp0qy2p
n
˙
` CpEn
˜ˆxVnp0qy2
n
˙ 2p
2´γ
¸
t
2p
2´γ
ď CpEn
ˆxVnp0qy2p
n
˙
` CpEn
˜xVnp0qy 4p
2´γ
n
¸
t
2p
2´γ .
(b) Proceed in the same way as in part (a) with the Gronwall lemma instead.
Proposition 6.9. Suppose that the initial distribution ρpnq P PpR2dnq is symmetric. Then the
following assertions hold:
(a) Suppose that γ P r0, 2q. Then for each 2p with 2p ` γ ě 4 there exists a constant Cp ą 0
such that
E
n
˜
sup
sPr0,ts
xVn1 psqy2p
¸
ď CpEn
¨˝xVnp0qy 2p2p`γq
2´γ
n
‚˛p1` t 2p`22´γ q,
provided the right-hand side is finite.
(b) Suppose that γ “ 2. Then for each p ě 1 there exists a constant Cp ą 0 such that
E
n
˜
sup
sPr0,ts
xVn1 psqy2p
¸
ď CpEn
ˆxVnp0qy2p`γ
n
eCpt
xVnp0qy2
n
˙
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Proof. Let us prove only part (a). By Lemma 6.2.(b) and (6.6) we obtain
E
n
˜
sup
sPr0,ts
xVn1 psqy2p
¸
ď En `xVn1 p0qy2p˘` C tż
0
E
n
ˆxVnpsqy2p`γ
n
˙
ds
ď En `xVn1 p0qy2p˘` CtEnˆxVnp0qy2p`γn
˙
` CEn
¨˝xVnp0qy 2p2p`γq
2´γ
n
‚˛ tż
0
s
2p`γ
2´γ ds
ď CEn
¨˝xVnp0qy 2p2p`γq
2´γ
n
‚˛p1` t 2p`22´γ q
where we have used ta ď 1` tb for t ě 0 and 0 ă a ă b.
7 Particle approximation
In this section we study the infinite particle limit n Ñ 8 for the interacting particle system
with generator (3.2). As a consequence we complete the proofs of Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2
and Theorem 3.3.
7.1 Tightness and moment estimates
Let µ0 be the initial condition as prescribed in Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2 or Theorem 3.3. Define
for each n ě 2 by ρpnq “ µbn0 a family of probability measures on R2dn. Let pRnptq,Vnptqq be
the weak solutions to (5.1) on pΩn,Fn,Fnt ,Pnq with law Pρpnq , i.e. the unique solution to the
martingale problem pL,C1c pR2dnq, ρpnqq. Write X n “ pX n1 , . . . ,X nn q with X nk “ pRnk ,Vnk q.
Lemma 7.1. The following moment estimates hold.
(a) If γ P p´1, 0s, then for each T ą 0
E
n
˜
sup
tPr0,T s
xVn1 ptqy2`γ
¸
ď
ż
R2d
xvy2`γµ0pr, vqeCpT .
(b) If γ P p0, 2q, then for each T ą 0
sup
tPr0,T s
E
n
`xVn1 ptqy4˘` En
˜
sup
tPr0,T s
xVn1 ptqy1`γ
¸
ď eCp,γT
ż
R2d
xvy 22´γ maxt4,1`2γudµ0pr, vq.
(c) If γ “ 2, then for each p ě 1 and T ą 0 there exists a constant n0pT, pq ě 2 such that
sup
něn0pT,pq
E
n
˜
sup
tPr0,T s
xVn1 ptqy2p
¸
ă 8.
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Proof. Assertion (a) is a particular case of Proposition 6.4 (see Remark 6.5). Concerning asser-
tion (b) we obtain from Theorem 6.8.(a)
sup
tPr0,T s
E
n
`xVn1 ptqy4˘ “ sup
tPr0,T s
E
n
ˆxVnptqy4
n
˙
ď Cp
ż
R2d
xvy 82´γ µ0pdr, dvq
´
1` t 42´γ
¯
.
For the second term we apply Proposition 6.9.(a), for 2p˚ “ maxt1` 2γ, 4´ γu, which yields
E
n
˜
sup
tPr0,T s
xVn1 ptqy1`γ
¸
ď En
˜
sup
tPr0,T s
xVn1 ptqy2p
˚
¸
ď Cp
ż
R2d
xvy 22´γ maxt4,1`2γuµ0pdr, dvq
ˆ
1` t 2p
˚`2
2´γ
˙
.
It remains to prove assertion (c). By Lemma 6.2.(b) together with (6.6) we obtain
E
n
˜
sup
sPr0,ts
xVn1 psqy2p
¸
ď En
ˆxVnp0qy2p
n
˙
` C
tż
0
E
n
ˆxVnpsqy2p`γ
n
˙
ds.
Hence it remains to show that for each q ě 2 we find n0 “ n0pt, qq ě 2 such that
sup
něn0
sup
sPr0,ts
E
n
ˆxVnpsqy2q
n
˙
ă 8. (7.1)
By Theorem 6.8 we obtain for some constant Cq ą 0 and q ě 2
sup
tPr0,T s
E
n
ˆxVnptqy2q
n
˙
ď En
ˆxVp0qy2q
n
eCq
xVp0qy2
n
T
˙
“ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
ż
R2dn
xvky2qeCq
xvky2
n
T
ź
j‰k
eCq
xvjy2
n
Tdµbn0 pr, vq
“
ż
R2d
xvy2qeCq xvy
2
n
Tdµ0pr, vq
¨˝ ż
R2d
eCq
xvy2
n
Tdµ0pr, vq‚˛
n´1
ď Aq
¨˝ ż
R2d
eC
1
q
xvy2
n
Tdµ0pr, vq‚˛
n
for some constants Aq, C
1
q ą 0. Let n0 “ n0pT, qq ě 2 be such that such that C 1qT ď an0, then
n
ˇˇˇˇ
e
C1qT
n
xvy2 ´ 1
ˇˇˇˇ
ď C 1qTe
C1qT
n
xvy2xvy2 ď C 1qTeaxvy
2xvy2, n ě n0,
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and we may assume without loss of generality that the right-hand side is integrable w.r.t. µ0.
Hence we obtain¨˝ ż
R2d
eC
1
q
xvy2
n
Tdµ0pr, vq‚˛
n
“
¨˝
1` 1
n
ż
R2d
n
ˆ
e
C1qT
n
xvy2 ´ 1
˙
dµ0pr, vq‚˛
n
ď exp
¨˝
C 1qT
ż
R2d
xvy2eaxvy2dµ0pr, vq‚˛ă 8.
This proves (7.1).
Recall that µpnq “ 1
n
řn
k“1 δXnk is the empirical distribution and let pi
pnq be its law.
Proposition 7.2. The sequence ppipnqqně2 is relatively compact.
Proof. It follows by standard theory that pipnq is relatively compact iff the first coordinate X1
is tight (see [Szn91, Proposition 2.2.(ii)]), see also Lemma 6.1. We seek to apply the Aldous
criterion. It is not difficult to see that
sup
tPr0,T s
sup
nPN
E
npxRn1 ptqyε ` xVn1 ptqyq ă 8, @T ą 0,
where ε is such that
ş
R2d
|r|εµ0pdr, dvq ă 8. Next, let Sn, Tn be Fnt stopping times with
Sn ď Tn ď δ ` Sn and Sn, Tn ďM P N. Take any δ P p0, 1q. Then
E
n p|Rn1 pSnq ´Rn1 pTnq|q ď En
¨˝
Tnż
Sn
|Vn1 psq|ds‚˛ď δEn
˜
sup
sPr0,Ms
|Vn1 psq|
¸
and, by exchangeability, we obtain
E
n p|Vn1 pSnq ´ Vn1 pTnq| q ď
C
n
nÿ
k“1
E
n
¨˝
Tnż
Sn
ż
E
|αpVn1 psq,Vnk psq, θ, ξq|σp|Vn1 psq ´ Vnk psq|q|dQpθqdξds‚˛
ď C
n
nÿ
k“1
E
n
¨˝
Tnż
Sn
´
xVpnq1 psqy1`γ ` xVpnqk psqy1`γ
¯
ds‚˛
ď CδEn
˜
sup
sPr0,Ms
xVn1 psqy1`γ
¸
.
The assertion follows now from the moment estimates given in Lemma 7.1.
For ν P PpDpR`;R2dqq let νt P PpR2dq be the time-marginal at time t ě 0 and for q ě 0
set }νt}q :“
ş
R2d
xvyqdνtpr, vq. The desired moment estimates are deduced from the following
Lemma of Fatou together with the estimates from previous section.
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Lemma 7.3. Let pip8q be any accumulation point of pipnq. Then for any 2p ě 1ż
PpDpR`;R2dqq
}νu}2p dpip8qpνq ď lim inf
nÑ8 E
n
`xV n1 puqy2p˘ , u ě 0
and moreover ż
PpDpR`;R2dqq
sup
uPr0,ts
}νu}2p dpip8qpνq ď lim inf
nÑ8 sup
uPr0,ts
E
n
`xV n1 puqy2p˘ , t ě 0,
provided the right-hand side is finite.
7.2 Convergence of martingale problems
Below we prove that any limit point solves the martingale problem for the Enskog process.
Theorem 7.4. Let pip8q be any accumulation point of pipnq. Then pip8q-a.a. ν P PpDpR`;R2dqq
solve the martingale problem pApνsq, C1c pR2dq, µ0q.
The rest of this section is devoted to the proof of this Theorem. Observe that for given
ν P PpDpR`;R2dqq the complement of Dν “ tt ą 0 | νpxptq “ xpt´qq “ 1u is at most countable
and the coordinate function x ÞÝÑ xptq is ν-a.s. continuous for any t P Dν . Moreover also
the complement of Dppip8qq “ tt ą 0 | pip8qpν | t P Dνq “ 1u is at most countable. For
simplicity of notation we denote the subsequence of pipnq converging to pip8q again by pipnq. Fix
any 0 ď s1, . . . , sm ď s ď t P Dppip8qq, g1, . . . , gm P CbpR2dq, m P N and ψ P C1c pR2dq. Define
F pνq “
ż
DpR`;R2dq
¨˝
ψpxptqq ´ ψpxpsqq ´
tż
s
pApνuqψqpxpuqqdu‚˛ mź
k“1
gkpxpskqqdνpxq.
It follows from (2.15) that we can find a constant C ą 0 (independent of ν) such that
|F pνq| ď C sup
uPrs,ts
}νu}1`γ` , @ν P PpDpR`;R2dqq
and hence Lemma 7.3 applied for 2p “ 1` γ` if γ P r0, 2s and to 2p “ 2` γ if γ P p´1, 0q givesż
PpDpR`;R2dqq
|F pνq| dpip8qpνq ă 8, @t ą 0.
It is clear that ν is a solution to the martingale problem posed by (2.21) if F pνq “ 0. Hence it
suffices to prove the following assertions:
(a) limnÑ8
ş
PpDpR`;R2dqq |F pνq|2dpipnqpνq “ 0,
(b) limnÑ8
ş
PpDpR`;R2dqq |F pνq|dpipnqpνq “
ş
PpDpR`;R2dqq |F pνq|dpip8qpνq.
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Let us first prove assertion (a).
Proposition 7.5. Assertion (a) is satisfied.
Proof. Let rN be the compensated Poisson random measure with compensator (5.2),
Gpr, v, z, θ, ξ, l, l1q “ pel ´ el1qαpvl, vl1 , θ, ξq1r0,σp|vl´vl1 |qβprl´rl1qspzq,
where pr, vq P R2dn, z P R`, pθ, ξ, l, l1q P E :“ Ξˆ t1, . . . , nu2 is defined as in Theorem 5.1 and,
M
n,k
s,t “
tż
s
ż
E
pψpRnk puq,Vnk pu´q `Gkq ´ ψpRnkpuq,Vnk pu´qqq d rNpu, l, l1, θ, ξ, zq,
where Gk “ GkpRnpuq,Vnpu´q, z, θ, ξ, l, l1q. Then a short computation shows that
F pµpnqq “ 1
n
nÿ
k“1
M
n,k
s,t
mź
j“1
gjpX nk psjqq.
Indeed, it holds that
pApµpnqu qψqpX nk q “ Vnk ¨ p∇rψqpX nk q
` 1
n
nÿ
j“1
σp|Vnk ´ Vnj |qβpRnk ´Rnj q
ż
Ξ
`
ψpRnk ,Vnk ` αpVnk ,Vnj , θ, ξqq ´ ψpRnk ,Vnk q
˘
Qpdθqdξ,
and from the Itô formula one immediately obtains
ψpX nk ptqq ´ ψpX nk psqq “
tż
s
pApµpnqu qψqpX nk puqqdu `Mn,ks,t .
The Doob-Meyer process of Mn,ks,t satisfies
xMn,ks,t y “
1
2n
nÿ
j“1
tż
s
ż
Ξ
“
ψpRnk ,Vnk ` αpVnk ,Vnj , θ, ξqq ´ ψpRnk ,Vnk q
‰2
σp|Vnk ´ Vnj |qβpRnk ´Rnj qQpdθqdξdu
` 1
2n
nÿ
j“1
tż
s
ż
Ξ
“
ψpRnk ,Vnk ´ αpVnk ,Vnj , θ, ξqq ´ ψpRnk ,Vnk q
‰2
σp|Vnk ´ Vnj |qβpRnk ´Rnj qQpdθqdξdu
ď C
n
nÿ
j“1
tż
s
ż
Ξ
|αpVnk ,Vnj , θ, ξqq|2σp|Vnk ´ Vnj |qQpdθqdξdu
ď C
n
nÿ
j“1
tż
s
`xVnk puqy2`γ ` xVnj puqy2`γ˘qdu
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from which we obtain EnpxMn,ks,t yq ď Cn , for all k “ 1, . . . , n. The covariance is, for k ‰ j, given
by
xMn,ks,t ,Mn,js,t y “
1
2n
tż
s
ż
Ξ
“
ψpRnk ,Vnk ` αpVnk ,Vnj , θ, ξqq ´ ψpRnk ,Vnk q
‰
“
ψpRnj ,Vnj ´ αpVnk ,Vnj , θ, ξqq ´ ψpRnj ,Vnj q
‰
σp|Vnk ´ Vnj |qβpRnk ´Rnj qQpdθqdξdu
and hence by a similar computation
E
np|xMn,ks,t ,Mn,js,t y|q ď
C
n
E
n
¨˝
tż
s
ż
Ξ
|αpVnk puq,Vnj puq, θ,Ξq|2σp|Vnk puq ´ Vnj puq|qQpdθqdξdu‚˛ď Cn .
This implies thatż
PpDpR`;R2dqq
|F pνq|2dpipnqpνq “ En
´
|F pµpnqq|2
¯
“ 1
n2
nÿ
k“1
E
n
˜
pMn,ks,t q2
mź
j“1
gjpX nk psjqq2
¸
` 1
n2
ÿ
k‰j
E
n
˜
M
n,k
s,t M
n,j
s,t
mź
l1,l2“1
gl1pX nk psl1qqgl2pX nj psl2qq
¸
ď C
n2
nÿ
k“1
E
n
´
xMn,ks,t y
¯
` C
n2
ÿ
k‰j
E
np|xMn,ks,t ,Mn,js,t y|q ď
C
n
,
i.e. assertion (a) is proved.
The proof of Theorem 7.4 is completed once we have shown the next proposition.
Proposition 7.6. Assertion (b) is satisfied.
Proof. We proceed in 3 steps.
Step 1. Let g be a smooth function on R` such that 1r0,1s ď g ď 1r0,2s. For R ą 0 and
ν P PpR2dq let (see (2.22))
pARpνqψqpr, vq “
ż
R2d
g
ˆ |u|2
R2
˙
pAψqpr, v; q, uqdνpq, uq.
Similarly to Proposition 4.1 and Proposition 4.2 we can show the following
• ARpνqψ is jointly continuous in pν, r, vq P PpR2dq ˆ R2d, where PpR2dq is endowed the
topology of weak convergence.
• There exists a constant C ą 0 such that
|ARpνqψpr, vq| ď }v ¨∇rψ}8 ` Cp1`R2q
1`γ
2 . (7.2)
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Moreover we have for some generic constant C ą 0
|ARpνqψpr, vq ´Apνqψpr, vq| ď
ż
R2d
ˆ
1´ g
ˆ |u|2
R2
˙˙
|Aψpr, v; q, uq|dνpq, uq
ď
ż
R2d
1t|u|ąRu|Aψpr, v; q, uq|dνpq, uq
ď C
ż
R2d
xuy1`γ1t|u|ąRudνpq, uq ď
C
R
}ν}2`γ
where we have used |Aψpr, v; q, uq| ď Cxuy1`γ (see (4.1)).
Step 2. Define for ν P PpDpR`;R2dqq and x P DpR`;R2dq
HRpν;xq :“
¨˝
ψpxptqq ´ ψpxpsqq ´
tż
s
pARpνuqψqpxpuqqdu‚˛ mź
k“1
gkpxpskqq.
Then by (7.2) HR is bounded. Let FRpνq “
ş
DpR`;R2dqHRpν;xqdνpxq. Using y “ py1, y2q P
DpR`;R2dq we get
tż
s
pARpνuqψqpxpuqqdu “
tż
s
ż
R2d
g
ˆ |u1|2
R2
˙
pAψqpxpuq; q, u1qdνupq, u1qdu
“
ż
DpR`;R2dq
tż
s
g
ˆ |y2puq|
R2
˙
pAψqpxpuq; ypuqqdudνpyq
and hence
FRpνq “
ż
DpR`;R2dq
pψpxptqq ´ ψpxpsqqqdνpxq
´
ż
DpR`;R2dq2
tż
s
g
ˆ |y2puq|
R2
˙
pAψqpxpuq; ypuqq
mź
k“1
gkpxpskqqdudνpyqdνpxq.
This shows that FRpνq is bounded and continuous for pip8q-a.a. ν w.r.t. weak convergence.
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Step 3. Write ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ż
PpDpR`;R2dqq
|F pνq|dpipnqpνq ´
ż
PpDpR`;R2dqq
|F pνq|dpip8qpνq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
ď
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ż
PpDpR`;R2dqq
|F pνq|dpipnqpνq ´
ż
PpDpR`;R2dqq
|FRpνq|dpipnqpνq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ż
PpDpR`;R2dqq
|FRpνq|dpipnqpνq ´
ż
PpDpR`;R2dqq
|FRpνq|dpip8qpνq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
`
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ż
PpDpR`;R2dqq
|FRpνq|dpip8qpνq ´
ż
PpDpR`;R2dqq
|F pνq|dpip8qpνq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ
“ I1 ` I2 ` I3
Step 2 implies that the second term tends for each fixed R to zero as nÑ 8. Using Step 1 we
obtain for T ą t and some constant C ą 0
|F pνq ´ FRpνq| ď C
tż
s
ż
DpR`;R2dq
|pApνuqψqpxpuqq ´ pARpνuqψqpxpuqq|dνpxqdu ď C
R
tż
s
}νu}2`γdu.
In view of Lemma 7.1 we find a constant C 1 ą 0 such that lim supnÑ8pI1 ` I3q ď C
1
R
, which
proves the assertion.
7.3 From nonlinear martingale problem to SDE
It remains to show that any solution to the martingale problem obtained from the particle
approximation can be represented by a weak solution to (2.21).
Lemma 7.7. Let ν P PpDpR`;R2dqq be a solution to the (nonlinear) martingale problem
pApνsq, C1b pR2dq, µ0q satisfying
sup
tPr0,T s
}νt}1`γ ă 8, T ą 0. (7.3)
Then there exists an Enskog process pR,V q with law given by ν.
Proof. First observe that we can find a measurable process pqspηq, uspηqq on some probability
space pX , dηq such that Lpqs, usq “ νs for s ě 0. Let pαpv, r, u, q, θ, ξ, zq be given as in (2.21) and
bps, v, rq “
¨˝
vş
ΞˆXˆR`
pαpv, r, uspηq, qspηq, θ, ξ, zqQpdθqdξdηdz‚˛.
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Then it is not difficult to see that |bps, v, rq|, ş
ΞˆXˆR` |pαpv, r, uspηq, qspηq, θ, ξ, zq|2Qpdθqdξdηdz
are locally bounded on R` ˆ R2d. Moreover for each ψ P C1c pR2dq and T ą 0 we find a
constant C “ Cpψ, T q ą 0 such that }Apνtqψ}8 ď C suptPr0,T s }νt}1`γ . Hence we may apply
[HK90, Theorem A.1] to find a stochastic basis pΩ,F ,Ft,Pq, a poisson random measure dN
with compensator d pN “ Qpdθqdξdηdz and an Ft-adapted càdlàg process pXtqtě0 “ pRt, Vtqtě0
on pΩ,F ,Ft,Pq such that LpR,V q “ ν and
Xt “ X0 `
tż
0
bps,Xsqds`
tż
0
ż
ΞˆXˆR`
pαpVs´, Rs, uspηq, qspηq, θ, ξ, zqd rN ps, θ, ξ, η, zq. (7.4)
Using (7.3) we getż t
0
ż
ΞˆXˆR`
E p|pαpVs´, Rs, us´pηq, qspηq, θ, ξ, zq|q d pNps, θ, ξ, η, zq ă 8
and hence omitting the compensation in (7.4) and modifying the drift b appropriately shows
that Xt satisfies (2.21).
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Appendix
The following is a nonlinear generalization of the Gronwall lemma, also known as the Bihari-
LaSalle inequality.
Lemma A.1. Let f : R` ÝÑ R` be measurable and suppose that
fptq ď fp0q `K
tż
0
fpsq1´αds, t ě 0
for some K ě 0 and α P p0, 1q. Then for any t ě 0
fptq ď pfp0qα ` αKtq1{α ď 21{α´1fp0q ` p2αKq
1{α
2
t1{α.
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